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INTRODUCTION
The best kept secret in the Navy is the Civil Engineer Corps.
Not until. approximately six months proir to my commissioning in the
United States Navy Civil Engineer Corps in May 1981^ was I even aujare
of the existence of the Civil Engineer Corps. Prior to my discovery/
I had always associated ships and aircraft with the Navy. I had no
idea of the shore establishment req^uired to support a fleet of ships
and squadrons of aircrafts.
The mission of the Civil Engineer Corps, like all shore commands
is to provide services to the fleet. This means, to provide adequate
utilities for hook-up to the ships when they dock, as well as repair
facilities. training facilities, corr.missary and exchange facilitiesi
housing facilites, etc. These services ars not only to be provided
state side but everywhere the Navy sails. Once these facilities are
in place, they have to be maintained. Shore establishments have been
organized for the above described purpose to support the fleet and the
Civil Engineer Corp is but one small organization with a very impor-
tant role.
It was in my second tour of duty as an Assistant Resident Officer
in Charge of Construction that inspired me to write this paper. As
one quickly learns in a construction office, not only is construction
performed. but a considerable amount of reconstruction is done as
well The reconstruction to which I refer is that of the facts and
events that have taken place over the past yea'' or years on contracts
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P'-ior to my assigment to the contracts office I had no experience
or education m business cr contract law One of my first assignments
in rrnj new job was to prepare the government position on two claims
recently received by the office on two separate contracts. One con-
tract was 100 per cent compl'ite and the other contract was near com-
pletion. I was lost, and soon realized there was little written that
could be easily understood on the process involved in the contract
claims procedures There were limited instructions on how to prepare
the government position on a claim and the instructions outlined the
minimum information required to be included in the report. However, I
wanted to knew how the system worked and the process involved at every
level of command in resolving a contractor's claim. I wanted to know
more than the office's requirement to prepare and forward the
government's decision to the contracting officer for issuance of a
final decision within sixty days. Who really is the contracting off-
icer?
This paper is specifically prepared for that individual who# like
myself- is uneducated in the field of law yet interested in attaining
a basic understanding of procedural law as it applies to contract
claims Hopefully- after having read this paperi the reader will pos-
sess a better understanding of the Navy contract claims procedure.
'I '
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PART 1 - thf; history of the civil engineer corps
Whsn the Navij Department 'jj-as established in 1798 it consisted o-f
three fr-igates - the Un i ted States , the Constel lation and the Consti-
tution . Congress had authorized the construcion o-f additional naval
vessels and six Navy shipuards were established at: Portsmith, New
Hampshire; Boston, Massachusetts; Brooklyn! New York; Ph
i
lade Iph iai
Pennsylvania- Norfolk, Virginia; and Washington. D. C. . In 1868 the
Philadelphia yard was moved to League Island. With the establishment
of these shipyards, the Naval shore establishment was created.
President Jef-Person had the foresight to authorize the first
major naval civil engineering study of a drydock capable of holding
the then twelve commissioned frigates during peacetime. After the
plans were completed. Congress failed to appropriate the necessary
funding for construction. The plans and, more importantly, the idea
for a drydock reirained stagnant until 1826 when President Adams per-
suaded Congress to authorize the design for two drydocks. One drydock
was to be constructed in Boston, Massachusetts and the other in Nor-
folk, Virginia. In 1827 construction of the two drydocks began and it






In 1842 the Bureau of Yards and Docks (BUDOCKS), presently the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command ( NAVFACENGCOM ) , was established.
At its conception, the entire BUDOCKS staff consisted of six people -
the Chief of the Bureau, a chief clerk, two clerks, a draftsman, and a
messenger. In the years to follow, the number of Civil Engineers
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growth continued until the period of the Cival War. A recession -Pol-
loued the uiar and progress and expansion resumed only slowly.
The role of the civil engineer as "Civil Officers" during the
Civil War prompted an Act of Congress in March 1867, that civil
engineers therafter should be commissioned by the President and thus
the Civil Engineer Corps was born.
The size of the Civil Engineer Corpus was set at ten officers in
1881. Included were one Captain, tuio Commanders, three Lieutenant
Commanders and four Lieutenants. The Corps remained at this level
until 1898 when it was increased to eighteen. Also in 1898, the first
Civil Engineer Corps officer, Mordecai Endicott, became the Chief of
the Bureau of Yards and Docks. Sinc^ that time the Chief of the
Bureau has always been a Civil Engineer Corps officer, and in 1906
Congress passed a law to that effect.
In 1S99, the size of the Corps was increased to twenty-one off-
icers, and in 1903 to forty. In 1916 the siie of the corps was, for
the first time, based on a percentage of th>? number of officers in the
line (then, roughly two per cent). This number was increased to three
per cent in 1947.
As the number of Civil Engineer Corps officers grew, so 6i6 the
naval shore establishment Prior to World War I the strength of the
Civil Engineer Corp was forty officers. During the war, the number
leaped to over 200 officers. During the same period, the civilian
employmenl of the Bureau of Yards and Docks rose from 63 to 714.
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spent a total of $347,000,000 for th^- first major expansion of the
shore establishment. This figure exceeded the total amount spent on
naval shore establishments in all of the prior years of the Navy's
existence.
Follouing World War I, the strenth of the Civil Engineer Corps
declined to about 110 officers and it remained at that level until the
rapid expansion in the period of mobilization for World War II. 3y
1945, at the peak of World War II, the number of Civil Engineer Corps
officers rose to 12,000 - an increase of about sixty-four fold. By
way of comparison, the increase in total naval strenth was about
twenty— five fold.
After the Nazi takeover in Austria in February 193Q, the Navy




uiork commenced on construction of air and naval bases around the vV
world. The magnitude of this program becomes apparrent when noting
that during the World War II period there were 7427 contracts let by
the Bureau of Yards and Docks with a cost over 7.8 billion dollars.
Of these, 458 Cos t-P 1 us-a-Fi x ed-Fee (CPFF) contracts accounted for 4.2
billion dollars. This type of contract was an innovation of World War
II replacing the World War I Co s t-P 1 us-a-Per c en tag e-of-Cos t type con-
tract. Obviously, the new form did much to improve upon the features
of che old system which actually gave the contractor an incentive to '.t
t'S
increase costs. The average fee paid during the years 1939 to 1943.
fthe heaviest use of CPFF, was 2. 84 per cent. This was substantialy .*;
m
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Folloujing World War II the permanent strenth of the then 1400
Civil Engineer Corps cf-)^icer3 was based on the three per cent line
officer strength. Civil Engineer Corps officers became permanent
members of the personnel allcu.^nce at nearly all shore activities. In
addition! Civil Engineer Corps officer? found thsmseJvet. assigned to
many higher command staffs with duties extending beyond purely civil
engineering matters to broad area^^ of logistics.
In 1966 the Bureau of Yards and Docks was renamed the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command as part of the overall reorganization
of the Department of the Navy. The Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand reported to the Chief of Naval Material Command who reported to
the Chief of Naval Operations. In 1985. the Naval Material Command
was disolved which resulted in the Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand reporting directly to the Chief of Naval Operations This organi-
zation structure remains as so today.
Presently, the Civil Engineer Corps is approximatley 1650 off-
icers strong, each with duties that have grown and changed immensely
over the past 119 years. The Civil Engineer Corps officer of today is
involved in higher levels of management at a younger age than his
civilian counterpart and he is held repsonsible for his actions. It
is important for anyone working for or working with the Naval Facili-
ties Engineering Command community to understand the history behind
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PART il - THE NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COf^MAND ORGANIZATICN
AND STRUCTURE
The Naval Facilities Engineering Command is comprised of the
Naval District Washington D. C. , six Engineering Field Divisions (EFD)
Commands: Chesapeake Division/ headquarters located at Washington
D. C. ; Northern Division/ headq^uar t er s located at Philadelphia*
Pennsylvania; Atlantic Division/ headquarters located at Norfolk, Vir-
ginia; Southern Division, headquarters located at Charleston* South
Carolina; Western Division, headquarters located at San Bruno, Cali-
fornia; Pacific Division, headquarters located at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
and two area commands, the Atlantic Area and the European Area. See
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The Maval Facilitiss Engineering Command is respon-sible for three
primary disciplines/ public u/orks. contracts; and the SEA3EES Th.e
public 'i/orks agencies ars responsible for the maintenance of existing
facilities and the design for all neu construction or major renovation
projects The contracts office or the Officer in Charge of Construc-
tion (OICC) 13 responsible for the administration of construction con-
tracts prepared by the public works agencies. The SEABEES are the
military construction force that help construct and maintain facili-
ties, primarily, at naval bases outside che con' inental United States.
In a wartime scenario, SEABEES are both building and fighting men.
SEABEE accomplishments during the time of yar include providing air-
strips, camps, hospitals, exchanges, roads, ujhar eh ouses , storage
tanks, fences, towers and anything to do with fighting a uiar or pro-
viding creature comforts for American forces.
\
In the Civil Engineer Corps community, the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command is the highest echelon of command who reports
directly to the Chief of Naval Operations. The Commanderi Naval
Facilities Engineering Command is the contracting officer. Depending
on the dollar amount of a contractor's claim, NAVFACENGCOM delegates
contracting officer authority to the Engineering Field Divisions on
contractor claims of S250, 000 or less. The Engineering Field Divi-
sions are further divided into area offices with limited contract
authority. The authority limitations of each echelon of command will








PART I I I - THE STATE AND FEDERAL COURT SYSTEPI
Lain is a common luord that everyone Vnoujs and u^es but it is a
word that is not easily defined. 'It is against the la<jj ' and "law and
order' are just two common phrases in which the word law is used. But
what IS law"" Aristotle defined law as "a form of order". Black's Law
Dictionary (third edition) defines law as: "That which is laid down,
ordained/ or established. A rule or method according to which
phenomena or actions co-exist or follow each other. A systam of prin-
cipals and rules of human conduct/ being the aggregate of those com-
mandments and priciples which are either prescribed or recognired by
the governing power in an organized jural society as it will in rela-
tion to the conduct of the members of such society and which it under-
takes to maintain and sanction and to use as the criteri<? of such
members. " C3] Laws are man made rules by which a society is governed.
Since laws are man made and enforced by man/ they may also be changed
or adapted as society changes.
The source of law as we know it in the United States is governed
by the U.S. Constitution. The first three articles of the constitu-
tion created the three branches of our national government as it exist
today. Article I established the legislative branch of government
which creates law. Artile II established the executive branch cf
government which administers and enforces the law. Article III
created the judicial branch of government which interprets the law and
acts as guardian of the Constitution.
Law is divided into two broad categories: substantive law and
D
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procedural lauj Substantive law is "the bodij of constitutions.
treaties, statutes, ordinances, judicial decisions. and regulations
and decisions of administrative bodies luhich define the rights and
duties Of individuals and institutions in their mutual relationships".
C4] Simply stated. substantiate law defines right and wrong Pro-
cedural '3UJ IS the procedure or the rules which both the plaintiff
(the accuser) and the defendent must folio u-' m order to get into
court-. Procedural law is "essentially concerned with the rules of the




Substantive law is further divided into three categories; crimi-
nal law. civil law. and equity law Criminal law defines the state or
national government as the prosecutor who always prosecutes the person
who allegedly disobeyed the law The person, the defendant* must be
proven guilty beyond a reasonalbe doubt by a JuT-y and the penalty
imposed can be a fine, imprisonment or both. Civil law desribes one
person prosecuting another person seeking monetary compensation for
personal injury and loss of property. The defendant can be proven
guilty by a preponderance of the evidence and the penalty imposed is
strictly monetary damages Equity law is a specialized branch of
civil law In these specializeo cases monetary compensation is not an
adequate remedy because the act in dispute usually involves a unique
item The judge simply weighs the evidence presented by both parties,
comes to a decision in the matter, and dictates what action will be
taken to resolve the dispute
The United States has several systems for resolving disputes and
enforcing the law The systems include the federal judicial system,
the fifty different state judicial systems, the quas i- j ud i c i a 1 systems
of the various state and national administrative agencies, and a non-
judicial dispute-resolving system called arbitration. The federal and
state systems are discused belouj. The qua s i- j ud i c ia 1 system will be
discussed in Part IV when the Navy contract claims procedure is
presented. Arbitration will be explored in Part V when the civilian
(private) construction claims process is compared with the Navy's pro-
cedure.
THE STATE COURT SVTEM
Each of the fifty states has created or adopted its own state
court system to best meet it's needs. Most states follow the four
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The first or icwest tier consiit-s of the specialty courts O'f lim-
itel jurisdiction Of note in this tier of the court sytem is that
there, usudilij- is no provision for a jury trial. Also. most states
have replaced the Justice of the Peace Court uith a Sm«! 1 1 Claims Court
staffed with a full time judge. The judge in the other state courts
in this lowest tier often serves part time and is usually not a
1 aujy er
The second tier, the trial court with general jurisdiction, is
the workhorse court of the state system This court is referred to in
some states as the District Court, Superior Court or Common Pleas
Court These courts handle major cases including criminal, civil and
equity disputes These courts are courts of record, meaning all tes-
timony and proceedings are recorded and all pleadings are in writing.
The third ti?r is the intermediate appellate court. This court
hears appeals on judgements in a lower court. To appeal a lower court
judgement, the appellant must allege error in the trial. The appel-
late court reviews the transcript, the testimony, the evidence and the
decision of the lower court No new evidence may be entered into the
appellate court After review of the lower Ljurt. the appellate court
renders a decision.
The fourth tier of the statecourt system is the states's Supreme
Court or the state's Court of Last Resort. This court is also a
reviewing court and is bound by the same constraints of the Appellate
Court.
- 14 - i'
In unique situations the state's Supreme Court decisions may be
appealled to the Supreme Court o-f the United States. These are cases
in which the decision involves constitutional rights or a federal
question. The procedure to appeal to the U.S. Supre.Tie Court will be
discussed in the Federal Court system described below.
i
THE FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM
Similar to the state court sytem, the federal court system is a
four-tier system as diagrammed below.
I
THE NATIONAL COURT SYSTEM
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The first tier, again, is comprised of specialty courts. The
difference here is that appeals from the specialty courts are made
directly to the third tier level, the newly established, by the
Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982, , U.S. Court of Appeals for
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the F^oeral Circuit.
The seccnd tier is the U S. District Courts The US. District
Courts u.-ith national and local jurisdiction are courts for case^ from
the District ot Columbia. Virgin Island and Guom i^hich havi» no state
courts The U S District Courts have authority to hear criminal,
civil and equity cases The administrative quas i- jud i c ia 1 agencies
3re included in this second tier These agencies are '. imited in jur-
isdiction to casjs involving only their specialty area
The third tier, U S Circuit Courts of Appeal for ti" * Federal
Circuit and the twelve U S Circuit Courts \^f Appeal, am the review-
ing court; The primary jifference between the new U.S. Court of
Aopeals for the Federal Circuit and the twelve Circuit Courts of
Appeal IS that the jurisdiction of the new court is stated in terms of
subject matter rather than geograp^y The new court hears appeals on
cases which involve the subject matter within its jurisdiction regard-
le<;s of the region of the country from which the claim or action ori-
ginated
The fourth and highest tier is the Supreme Court of the United
States There are three avenues of appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The *ir3t is by matter of right from either the U.S. Courts of Appeal
or from the state's Court of Last Resort, the state's Supreme Court.
The second method is by writ of certiorari - a formal request for
review This is only granted in cases where a federal question is
involved The writ of certiorari or petition is circulated among the
nine juctices of the Supreme Court who decide if a federal question is
- 1 A -6
involved If at least four of the nine justices vote in favor of the
revio'jj, the writ of certiorari is granted and the case is scheduled
for a formal hearing. The Supreme Court reviews the transcript. the
testim.onij/ the evidence and the decision of the louicr courts- togeth»?r
li/ith briefs of the law prepared D ij the attorneys for both ^ides. The
attorneys are also given an opportunity to argue before the Court. A
decision is made by a majority vote of the nine justice*.?. The third
avenue to the US Supreme Court is through certification. Certifica-
tion IS a procedure whereby the Appellate Court secures instructions
from the U S Supreme Court as to a point of view of law without a







The Supreme Court of the United States is THE court of final
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PART IV - THE NAVY CONSTRUCTION CLAir^S PROCEDURES ^
t
Contractor disputes and the processing of contractor clains in •;
Navy construction contracts are governed by the Disputes Clause o-f the "^
construction contract, the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, the NAVFAC ^.
P-68 Contracting Manual, section 7, part 4 «*nd the Federal Acrtuisition
Regulation, (FAR) part 33. All four refernces may be reviewed ir» *•*
ftheir entirety in Appendixes A thru D, respectively. y
Resolution of contract disputes should be made at the lowest •^
level of contracting officers authority as quickly as possible. The C
lowest level of authority in the Navy echelon of command is the
Resident Officer in Charge of Construction (ROICC) or the Officer in .\
Charge of Construction <OICC) Due primarily to financial considera—
-^
tions of both the Contractor and the Government, many and most -\
disputes are resolved t.'trough negotiations before a claim is ever sub-
mitted by the contractor. i
What IS outlined below are the procedures for processing, review—
ing and deciding those contractor disputes which are not resolved at -V
fie ROICC/OICC level and the resultant submission of a claim. ^
A claim as defined in the Disputes Clause is "a written demand or
K
written assertion by one of the contracting parties seeking, as a ^
matter of right, the payment of money m a sum certain, the adjustment r\
f.
or interpretation of contract terms, or other relief arising under or
relating to the contract" C9J
- 18 -
The first decision in the processing procedure for contractor
claims is contingent on the dollar amount claimed bq the contractor.
Contractor claims against the Navy o-* * 50* 000 or less require/ by the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978. a contracting officers final decision
ii'ithin sixty days. A written claim by the contractor exceeding
$50,000 must be submitted with a certification essentially stating 1).
that the claim is made in good faith, 2). that the supporting data ars
accurate and complete to the best of his knowledge and belief; and 3).
that the amount requested accurately reflects the co^itract adjustment
for which the contractor believes the government is liable. " flOD
This certification must be executed by the owner or if the con-
tractor is a corporation, a senior company official.- an officer or
general partner having overall rep sons ib i 1 i ty for the conduct of the
contractor's affairs. A claim in excess of *50. 000 without proper
certification cannot be considered until such certification is
received. Once the proper certification is received, the contracting
officer must render a final decision on the claim within sixty days or
notify th? contractor of the date b| which the decisi'.n will be made.
If the contractor's claim exceeds lOCOOO. an advisory audit
conducted by thv? Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) must be per-
formed, typically, before a contracting officer's decision is ren-
dered. However, if the claim has no merit, a decision can be rendered
and the audit is used to negotiate a settlement. It takes the Defense









The present procedure a-f resolving contract disputes is outlined
in the Contractors Disputes Act o-f 1978. To better understand the
system as it exists today, it is best to review the system prior to
the adoption of the Contractors Disputes Act of 1978 and analyie the
impact of the Act has on the procedure The post Contractors Disputes
Act Disputes Clause presumes knowledge of the disputes process prior
to the Contractors Disputes Act of 1978.
Prior to the Contractors Disputes Act of 1978 the disputes pro-
in the federal system was based upon the Disputes Clause. The
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(b) This "Disputes' clause does not preclude con-
sideration of law questions in connection with
decisions provided for in paragraph (a) above; pro-
vided, that nothing in this contract shall be con-






The Contract Disputes Ac t of 197S
1). The Act gives the ASBCA jurisdiction on all claims arising
under the contract. Ti>e ASBCA has authority to hear and
decide not only the usual, historical disputed claims but
also claims involving re-formation/ rescission or breach
of con trac t
.
2). The 30 day appeal period of a Contracting Officer'^s final
decision was extended to 90 days.
3). A c er t i f i c<^ t i on as described earlier is required on claims
in excess of $50,000.
4). The contractor has the option of choosing an administrative
or judicial remedy in resolving his claim.
5). Interest on contractor claims now accrue from the date the
the claim is received rather than from the dato of the
Contracting Officer's decision.
6). Stiff anti-fraud provisions on contractor claims are nouj
op erat i ve.
7). The ASBCA has the status and jurisdictional authority of
administrative courts.
8). Contractors may appeal an ASBCA decision to tho U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit within 120 days after
the date of receipt of the decision.
9). The contractor may appeal a Contracting Officer's decision
to the U.S. Claims Court within 12 months after the receipt
of the decision. C133
Th e New Disputes C lause
1). The Contract is subject to the Contrac': Disputes Act of 1978.
2). The ASBCA has the same power of the Court of Claims to grant
relief in respect to "all disputes" arising under the Act.
3). The clause defines a claim.
4). Certification must be submitted with all claims in excess
of *50, 000.
5). Contracting Officer's decisions must be rendered within
60 days on all claims 50,000 or less or notify the
contractor of the date by which the decision will be made.
6). The Contracting Officer's decision shall be final unless
'J
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trative af-ficial, representative/ or board on a
question of lam. C12]
The contractor was required to have processed his claim through
the Armed Services Board of Contractor Appeals (ASBCA) if the dispute
arose under conditions of the contract. Only if the contractor could
sho'jj that the claim was based on a breach of contract could he bypass
the ASBCA and bring his dispute to the Court of Claims. For claims
less than $10/000, the contractor could appeal to a Federal District
Court. The contractor could appeal ASBCA decisions/ houever the deci-
sion was final on questions of fact if supported by substantial evi-
dence. Tho Court of Claims could make its own determination on legal
questions.
The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 allowed the contractor to
choose which route to best process his claim for resolution. The con-
tractor now may choose either a direct judicial process or submit his
claim on adverse contracting officer's decisions to the quas i- jud ic ial
administrative agency< the ASBCA. The Act gave statutory authority
supporting the process of settlement of disputes in government con-
tracts that up to that time had been created solely by contract. The
Act became effective on all contracts entered into since 1 March 1979.
As a reminder/ the Contract Disputes Act and the Disputes Clause can
be found in its entirety in Appendices A and B respectively.
The important effects the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 and the
Disputes Clause have on a construction contract claims are summarized




thi contractor appeals or files a suit as provided
in the Act. C14]
Table 1 that -Folloujs contains, in tabular format/ the result or
requirement o-F the pre-Contract Disputes Act dispute process with the
present system in effect today as a result of the Act.
1. Fraudulent claims



























claims plus costs for
up to 6 years from
commission.
Up to $50,000-60 days
Over $50,000-60 days






Up to $50,000 at
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10. Direct access to











































Figure 4 illustratss a block diagram of the roadmap of contractor
remedies on construction claims. The remaining portion of this sec-
tion ujill describe the various alternatives available to the contrac-
tor in obtaining a fair and reasonable settlement from the Navtj on his
claim. The procedure involved in the Navy rendering a contracting
officer's decision/ the Command Contract Award and Review Board and
the procedure and the rules of the ASBCA will be discussed in detail.
b
As explained m Part III of this paper, the State and Federal
Court System, the first three Articles of the Constitution created
repsectively/ the legislative, the executive and the judicial branches
of the government It is through the executive branch of government
that the majoT'ity of contractor claims are resolved. Upon submission
of a claim, the contractor has the option of deciding to process his
claim through an administrative agency, the ASBCA, or directly to the
U.S. Claims Court. At any point in the executive or the adm instrative
process, the contractor may appeal his case to be heard in the federal
Judicial Court system. The administrative agency route, the ASBCA
route, is usually the fastest and least expensive method of resolving
a claim for both the contractor and the government.
The alternate routes available the contractor to obtain a resolu-
tion of his claim will now be discussed.
A claim is a direct result of a contractors inability to receive
an adjustment, interpretation or other relief by the Navy of the con-
tract terms. The contractor's first course of action, prior to a for-

























































































































position on the matter in question. After revie'jj of the contractor's
position. the ROICC/OICC will either consider the request warranted
and begin negotiations of a contract modification or deny the request
of the contractor. The ROICC/QICC's denial of a contractor's request
IS not a contracting officer's final decision and it should close with
the following language:
The OICC has determined that you have not presented
sufficient justification or data to warrant the contract
adjustment you have requested. If you disagree with
this determination/ you may request a decision of the
Contracting Officer pursuant to the provisions of the
dispu+-es clause of your contract. Such requests should
be foruarded via this office. You may submit additional
information and you may request that the previous
correspondence concerning this matter be forwarded to
the Contracting Officer fur further review and
determination. This letter is not a Final Decision
of the Contracting Officer. C173
If the initial request is denied, the contractor will probablij
escalate his request to a claim and demand in writing a contracting
officer's decision The process and handling of the claim is subject
to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 It is at this point, when a
contractor requests a contracting officer's decision, that the block
diagram of Figure 4 is applicable.
Once a cor. tractor submits a claim he may either request a con-
tracting officer's decision in writing or he may request a hearing
before the NAV>- AC Contract Award and Review Board The great majority
of contracting officer's decision" are rendered on the basis of the
record, that is, the correspondence and other data which have been




The Contracting Officer is the Commarderi Naval Facilities
Engineering Command ( NAVFACENFCOM) in Alexandria. Virginia. He has
delegated contracting officer authority to the Engineering Field Divi-
sion level on disputes of $250/000 or less. Contracting officer deci-
sions on claims in excess of $250/000 are reviewed and issued by
NAVFACENGCOM.
Engineering Field Division Commanders may delegate authority and
appoint contracting officers for the award and administration o-f
selected contracts This contracting officer's authority may include
final decisions on disputes arising under the contracts uithin his
authority and terminating contracts for default when the contractor
has abandoned the work and the contract value does not eiceed $50< 000.
A contracting officer may exercise only that authority specifi-
cally delegated to him and he must receive instructions in writing/
regarding the extent of and the limits to such authority. Tables 2
and 3 below summarize the seven levels of contracting officer warrants
and the basic qualifications required for each level of NAVFACENGCOM
contracting officer authority
The Contractor initiates a claim by submitting a written request/
with proper certification if the claim is in excess of $50/000/ to the
ROrCC/OICC for a contracting officer decision. The ROICC/OICC immedi-
ately notifies the respective Engineering Field Division of receipt of
the claim The ROICC/OICC has been instructed to. within 10 calendar
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TABLE 2 (18)
9 -
NAVFACEN'GCOM CONTRACTING OFFICER AUTHORITY
(1) LEVcL vn ($2,.')00/$2,000)
a. Experience Six months of Government contracting experience.
b. education High School Graduate.
c. Training CECOS Construction Contract Administration course or Defense Small
Purchase Course or^Management of Defense Acquisition Contracts.
d. Duties I he individual regularly dedicates a significant portion of his/her time
to small purchase procurement matters-
(2) LEVEL VI ($23,000)
a- Experience One year of Government contracting experience.
b. Education Same as Level Vll.
c. Training Satisfactory completion of two of the courses designated for Level VIL
d. Duties Samic as Level VIL
(3) LEVEL V ($100,000)
a. Experience Shall have two years of progressively complex Government contracting
experience.
b. Education Preferably an Associate's degree or two years college level specialized
study in the field of Business Administration, Accounting, Economics,
Law or Engmeering.
c. Training Same as Level VI plus Construction Contract Modification Course
(CECOS) and Facilities Support Contracting (CECOS).
d. Duties \U)ority of time (over 50%) is spent on procurement matters.
(<<) LEVEL IV ($300.000)
a. Exp«ricrx:e Shall have three years of progressively complex Government contract
related experience, with at least one year of specialized experience in
construction and/or facility support contracting.
b. Education Same as Level V.
c. Training Same as Level V plus course in Deiensc Cost and Price Analysis and
Contract Law,
d. Duties Primary duties (over 73%) are supervising or performing procurement
functions.
(3) LEVEL III ($1,000,000)
a. Experience Shall have five years of progressively complex Government contracts
related experience with at least two years of specialized experience in
construction and/or facility support contracting.
b. Education A Bachelor's degree is highly desirable preferably in Business
Administration Accounting, Economics^ Law or Engineering.
c. Training Same as Level IV plus CECOS Design Contract Management Course
and Advanced Contract Administration.
d. Duties Same as Level IV.
_ "try _
(6) LEVEL II ($5,000,000)
a. Experience Same as Level IIL k,;
b. Education Same as Level III.
draining Same as Levjl III plus participation in NAVFAC Executive Institute
Levels I-IV, Two-Step Multiyear Procurement.
d. Duties Same as Level III
(7) LEVEL I (UNLTD)
a- Experir'nce Same as Level H. ^|Si
b. Education Same as Level IL
^.J
c. Training Same as Level li plus Graduate of NAVFAC Executive Development J'"Program highly desirable- Attend Defense Acquisition and fe ]Contracting Executive Seminar. | j
d. Duties Same as Level IL
r.:>\'
TABLE 3 (19) *f
•ji-M
I,
Engineering Field Division their analysis of the clai/n with the basio
of denial. If the claim exceeds 250.000 the Engineering Field Divi-
sion uill. within 20 dags after receipt of tho claim and subject to
the DCAA audit review. submit to NAVFACENGCCM their review of the
claim and appropirate recommendations. Regardless. whether
NAVFACENGCCM or the appropriate Engineering Field Division command is
the authorized contracting officer, the decisions ^re rendered on the
basis of the record All echelons of the Navg trt well aware of this
fact and the submittal from the ROICC/OICC/EFD will be well docu-
mented, complete in everg detail and presented in a logical, factual








NAV"AC£N'QCGf1 CCNTRACT AUAPP AND PEVIE'^ BOARD
If the contractor opts to present his claim personally he may do
so by requesting a NAVTACENGCGii Award and Revieuj Board. The Board is
comsosed of experienced military and civilian personnel who will nor-
•T.ally have had no knowledge of the matter in dispute prior to the
hearing. The procedures are informal in nature and ordinarily no ver-
batim transcript of the testimony is taken The senior Member u/ill
open the hearing and subject matter before the Board. He will then
call upon the contractor to present his position.
The contractor is permitted full freedom of presentation. He i«
allowed to present his position fully and in any manner he chooses.
He may select any of his representatives to present his claim. He may
bring attorneysi witnesses and experts, and he may present such docu-
ments as he deems necessary to sustain his position. During the
course of the presentation, the Board may 4sk questions regarding par-
ticular aspects of the contractor's claim. The Engineering Field
Division representatives will be requested to set forth the
government's position
At the completion of the presentations, the Board will normally
adjourn briefly to determine f there are any areas requiring clarifi-
cation Also, a,i opportunity will be afforded to both the contractor
and the Engineering Field Division personnel to challenge any points
raised by the other side At the completion of the discussion. the
Board will adjourn to consider the merits of the contractor's claim.
The adjourn.nent may last anywhere from a few minutes to a few days.
- 22 -
I' an extended adjournment is anticipated; the contractor and the
Engineering Field Division personnel will be notified of a date cind
time for reconvening and issuance of a decision.
If the Board decides that the contractor is entitled to sornei but
not all. additional compensation or time extension, the Board will
attempt to negotiate a settlement at that time. If the contractor's
claim 13 aenied. the contractor m/jy either drop his claim or appeal
the Boa. d's decision to ttie next level of jurisdiction.
The contractor mag appeal the contracting officer's decision to
the ASBCA within 90 d/»ijs, or appeal his case directly to the Court of
Claims within one year of a contracting officer's decision. This also
holds true if the contractor requests a contracting ofPiccer's deci-
sion on the basis or record. Approximately 50-75X of ths contracting
officer's dsciiion are appealed to the ASBCA. Based on past history
the contractor has a 50/^0 chance of losing it all if his claim
reaches this level in thi» appeal process. The average lapsed time for
the ASGCA hearing is approximately six months and the Court of Claims




ARr-ED SERVICES 50ARD OF CONTRACT ARPEALS (ASPCA)
The Armed Services Board oi Contract Appeals (AS3CA) is a quasi-
judicial administrative agencij created by and an authorized represen-
tative of the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army, the
Secretary of the Navy. and the Secretary of the Air Force. It is
recognized by statute to hear appeals by contractors or their author-
ized representatives from decisions of contracting officers. Members
of the Board are designated Administrative Judges. Their qualifica-
tions consist of being a licensed attorney with no fewer than five
gears experience in public contract law and who have been admitted to
practice before the highest court of any state or the District of
Coiumbia. The chairman and the two vice-chairmen of the Board are
appointed by the assistant Secretary of Defense and the Assistant







The chairman of the Board is responsible for establishing divi-
sions of the Board to provide for the most effective and expeditious
handling of appeals. A division consists of one or more members of
the Board and the chairman designates one member of the division to
act as the division head. Decision of the Board are by majority vote
of the members of the division, the chairman and the vice chairman.
The chairman may refer an appeal of unusual difficulty. significant
precedential importance, or serious dispute within the normal decision
process for decision by a senior deciding group.
The ASDCA has jurisdiction to decide any appeal from a decision
of a contracting officer (1) relating to a contract made by its
IT
^.
The ASDCA i^ a q-Jd^i-judicial adminiitraf:iv» agencij created by





agency- and (2) relating to a contract made by any other designated
agency board authori:ed to decide the appeal. The AS3CA is authorized
to grant relief that luould be available to a litigant asserting a con-
tract claim in the Claims court.
Subject to approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense and
respective Assistant Secretaries of the Military Departments, the
AS3CA adepts its o^xin rules and regulations for its conduct< the pro-
cedure, the preparation, and presentation of appeals and issuance of
decisions. A complete copy of the Rules of the Armed Services Board
Or Contractor Appeals is included in Appendix E.
The decisions of the ASDCA shall be final, except that -
1). A Contractor (ray appeal such a decision to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit within
120 days after the date of receipt of a copy of such
decision, or
2) The ASDCA chjirman may if he determines an appeal should
be taken and with prior approval of the Attorney
General, transinit th", decisions of the ASDCA to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal Citcuit for
judicial review within i20 days from the date of the ^. ^
I




mechanism of appeals b^j contractoT? of contracting officer's decisions
on disputes. The Contract Diputes Act of 1978 authorized the ASBCA to
grant relief that would be available to a litigant asserting a claim
in t n e U S. Claims Court. As discussed earlier) the ASBCA route in
resolving disputes is more *"han often the most expedient and the least
expensive route in the appeal process of a contracting officer's deci-
sion Since the ASBCA is not a court with total judicial jurisdic-
tion, the contractor may appeal an adverse decision by ihe ASBCA to
the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Once a
dispute reaches the judicial lev^l in the appeal process, the case may
only be appealed to a higher reviewing court on a technicallity. if




The following paragraphs highlight important rules o-T the ASBCA.
Rule 1). Appeals, How Taken
Notice of an appeal must be in writing and filed in
triplicate with the contracting officer within 90 days
of the contracting officer's decision.
Rule 2) Notice of Appeal, Content of
The notice of appeal should indicate that an appeal
is intended, the contract number, the department
cognizant of the dispute, tne decision from which
the appeal is tal«en and t^e amount of the dispute.
The notice of appeal should be signed by the appellant
or the appellants authorized representative or attorney,
Rule 3) Docketing of Appeals
A notice of appeal shall be docketed by the Board
upon receipt Notice in writing shall be given the
appellant and the contracting officer along with
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Prsparation, Contents. Organization. Forewarding. and >"
StatusofAppealFile I-
a). Duties of Contracting Of-Ficer - t
Within 30 days of receipt of an appeal the contracting '•
officer shall assemble and transmit an appeal file ,-"




b>. Duties of Appellant- ^
With:n 30 days of receipt cf the appeal file assembled |'
by the contracting officer, the appellant shall
supplement the same by transmitting to the ASBCA and V-
the governement trial attorney any documents not ';
contained therin uhich he considers pertinent to
theappeal.
fPleadings ',-.
a). Within 30 days after notice of docketing of the appeal !--
the appellant must file a complaint with the Board ''.
setting forth simple, concise and direct statements of
each of his claims, alleging the basis, with appropriate 1^
reference to contract provisions for each claim, and the
dollaramountclaimed. •'. n
b). Within 30 days after receipt of said complaint the "•'
government shall prepare and answer with defenses ;,•
to each claimasserted by thi? appellant. |
8). The appellant shall upon receipt of the respondant's answer '^•
of the claims, advise the ASBCA whether he desires a hearing /
or submit his case on the record without a hearing. *-
Also, the appellant shall elect, if the claim qualifies. y
whether he desires the optional accelerated procedure
f'
discussed below in Rule 12.
Submission without a Hearing
Affidavits, depositions, admissions, answers to interroga-
tories and stipulations may be enployed to supplement f
other documentory evidence in the ASBCA Record if either [:
party elects to waive a hearing and to submit hii case •!'.
upon the record. !"•
Optional Small Claims (Expedited) and Accelerated Procedures
r
If the amount of an appeal from a a decision of a contracting ;|
officer is less than 450.000 the appellant, contractor, may
elect to have the appeal processed under a shortened and '^
accelerated procedure. Appeals under the accelerated %'
procedure shall be resolved, whenever possible, within 180 «'.




If the ^.nount of an appeal -frofn a contracting officsr is
less than 510/000 the appellant, contractor, may elect to
have the appeal processed under the small claims procedure.
The smai.1 claims p^-ocedure provides for simplified rules
of procedure to facilitate the decision. Such appeals
may be decided by a single member of the boaTd, whenever
possible, within 120 days from the date on which the
contractor elects to utilize such procedure.
Rule 14). Discovery - Deposition
Both parties are encouraged to engage in voluntary
discovery procedures.
Rule 17). Hearings/ Where And When Held -J
Hearinoj will ordinarily be held in Washington D. C, except
that upon request seasonably made and upon good cause shown
The ASBCA may in its discretion set the hearing at another
locat i on.
Rule 16). Notice of Hearing
The parties will be given at least 15 days notice of the
time and place set for hearings.
Rule 20). Nature of Hearings
Hearings shall be as informal as may be reasonable and
appropriate under the circumstances.
Rule 28). Decisions
Decisions of the ASDCA will be made in writing and authen-
ticated copies thereof will be forwarded simultaneously
to both parties. The rule of the ASDCA and all final









A motion for reconsideration/ if filed by either party,
shall set forth specifically the ground or grounds, relied
upon to sustain the motion, a. id shall be filed within 30
days from the date of the receipt of a copy of the







^r_t V - Resolution o_f_ Cgntfactor ' s_ C 1 3 i m -5 in. Pt- i va t g Contracts Vgr su3
Th e Na VL! ' 3_ Claim Procedure
The majoritij of disputes or claims in private construction con-
tracts a^-e resolved through arbitration. Arbitration is "a pre-acreed
to method of resolving disputes b ij an informal tribunal in which a
neutral person or persons renders a final decision on the dispute. '*
C25D Government contracts are not subject to arbitration because pub-
lic funds are involved. Resolution of disputes through arbitration
places in the hands of the arbitrator the power to decide and award
•\ monetary damages. Since all government construction contracts author-
ize tne expenditure of public funds/ contractor claims against the
'• government can only be resolved through the system described in Part
^ IVof this paper.
i
Most private construction contracts are governed by one of three
Jy formal agreements: the American Institute of Architects (AIA)j the
|k National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) or the Associatpd
General Cc'tractors of America (AGC). All three of these standard
.'• forms of contracts include an arbitration clause similar to the one
recommended by the American Arbitration Association (AAA), which
."- reads:
» Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating
to this contract, or the breach thereof, shall be
settled by arbitration in accordance with the
Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of th**
American Arbitration Association, and judgement
upon the award rendered by the Architect (s) may
be entered in any court h-jving jurisdiction thereof C263
M A complete copy of the Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of




Arbitration has been creatad to be a substitute far and not -a
springboard for litigation Ar b i t r .-2 1 1 on is a q^uas i- j ud i c la 1 procedure
favored and supported b'^ the courts Depending on the state's arbi-
tration statute and the Federal Arbitration Act, courts luill only hear
and overturn an arbitrator's decision on carefully circumscribed
grounds Typically. these circumscribed grounds involve cases of
fraud or .f some other element is present which would support a con-
tention that the award should be reviewed and/or modified.
Once a contract is signed and awarded with an arbitration clause.
both parties have agreed that all disputes will be submitted to arbi-
tration All disputes of either contracting party are first submitted
to the design architect for a decision The architect, essentially,
acts as a contracting officer in comparison with the Navy's claim pro-
cess If both parties cannot mutually agree on or accept the decision
of the architect, resolution of the dispute is bound by the arbitra-
tion clause of the contract The procedure and the rules governing
arbitration as outlined by the Construction Industry Arbitration Rules
of the American Arbitration Association (AAA). Appendii F. is as fol-
1 ows
.
Rule 7) Initiation under an Arbitration Provision
in a Contract
As specified by the terms of the Contract, the
initiating party shall file with the other
party a notice of intention to arbitrate.
The notice shall contain a statement setting
forth the nature of the dispute, the amount
involved and the remedy sought
The defendent party may file an answering
statement within seven days after the notice
of arbitration from the AAA is received.
fiu
- dO -
Rule 11). Filing of Locale
The parties mag i-nutuallij agre«» on the loc/. le
where the arbitration 's to be held
le 13. 14 'y 15 Refers to Appointments of Arbitrators
The AAA method G* selecting a neutral arbitrator
IS to allow the AAA to prepare a list of experts
in the industry This list is sent to both
parties for review and anij name objectional
to either party is eliminated and the remaining
names are numbered by pref.'rence This way
an arbitrator agreeable to both sides is
appointed A least preferred method involves
the appointment of three arbitrators The
owner selects one arbitrator, the contractor
ar. C/'wIici oiiitj t^; t-c *?nojnted arbitrators
selecttnethird
Rule 17) Number of Arbitrtors
If the arbitration agreement does not specify
the number of arbitrators, the dispute shall
be heard and determined by one arbitrator,
unless the AAA, in its discretion, directs
that a greated number of arbitrators be
appointed
Rule 21 ) TiT.s ana Place
The arbitrator shall fix th» tim»» and place
for eac h hearing
Rule 25). Majority Decision
Whenever there is more than one arbitrator,
all decisions of the arbitrators must be
by at least a majority.
Rule 29) Order of Proceedings
Both the plaintiff and the defendent parties
shall be afforded full and equal opportunity
to present its claim, proofs and witnesses,
who shall submit to questions and cross-
examination Usually, the plaintiff presents
his case first and then the defendent follows.
Rule 35). Closing of Hearing
The arbitrator shall specifically inquire of
both parties whether they have any further
u- 41 -
proofs to G-F-Far or 'i/itnesses to be heard.
Upon receiving negetiv; replies, the
arbitrator shall declare the hearing closed
and a oiinuts thereof shall be recorded.
'•,• Rule 41) Timeof Award
The award sh^ll be made promptly by the arbitra-
tor and- unless otherwise agreed bg the parties,
or specified by law. not later than thirty
days from the date of closing the hearings,
or if cral hearings have been waived, from
the date of transmitting the final statements
and proofs to the arbitrator.
'!-' Rule 43) Scope of Award
The arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief
•y which IS justand equitableandwithinthe
^ terms of the agreement of the parties.
Expedited procedures of ccistruction arbitration shall be applied in
any case where the total claim does not exceed *15.000. exclusive of
interest and arbitration costs Parties may mutually agree to the
expedited procedures in claims :n excess of S15.000. The expedited
ha procedures are summarized as follows:
Rule 54) Notice by Telephone
Both parties shall accept notices of arbitration
from the AAA by telephone with forwarding of
n, written notices.
Rule 55). Appointments and Qualifications of Arbitrators
«••. The AAA shall simultaneously submit an identical
:[ listoffivemembersoftheConstruction
Arbitration Panel of Arbitrators from which
one arbitrator shall be appointed Each party.
].. on a peremptory basis, may strike any tuo members
from the l;st Each party will be notified by
telephone of the appointed arbitrator. Either
•/ party has seven days after the appointment to
^ submit a written objection of the appointed
arbitrator to the AAA.
/, Pule 56) Time and Place of Hearing
•, Thearbitrator will schedule the date, timeand
|a placeofthehearingandeachpartywillbe
notified by the AAA at least seven days in
advance of the hearing
Q
s- SLO -
Rule 57). The Hearing
Rule 58)
Generally, the hearing and presentations o-f the




Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties*
award shall be rendered not less than five
business days from the date of the closing












This paper ,?as attsny.'-'^d to provi^de the reader with an easy
access guide reference to betttr understanding the Navy contract
claims procedure Although the Navy's systcn has been presented in
detail. the general format cf the contract claims procedure typifies
the process of all the respective Military Departments. The main
difference in each military system is the issuance of the respective
contracting officer's decisions A contractor's appeal of a contract-
ing officer's decision still folio 'ks the same routes as eiplained in
this paper.
A contractor's claim is the result of two parties, in this case
the contractor and the government, agreeing to disagree LauiS and
statutes have been written to outline the procedure required to
resolve a claim Contractor claims on construction project* will
never be eliminated because contract documents are never perfect and
unforeseen conditions will occur For this reason dispute clauses,
uihich outlinn the procedure required to resolve claims. have been
included in every contract document
The procedure in resolving contractor claims is really quite si m—
pie The objective is to get an impartial decision on a disagreement
in the contract documents that each party accepts The system
attempts to resolve the dispute or claim at the lowest level of
t^uthority The longer a claim remains unresolved the more costly it
IS to both parties involved Compromisei <"id negotiated settlements
between tht two parties are encouraged because of the costs involved
- 4-i -
*-1
and trie chances of losing it all in ths appeal process. This <ua g n e i -
the'^ party really u/ins, but ncre importantly neither party absorbes a
large loss.
What has been presented in this paperf is the procedure of
resolving claims from the Iciest level of authority- the contracting
officer, to the highest level of authority- the U.S. Supreme Court.
Hopefully- this paper has provided the reader with a better apprecia-
tion of the legal proce53 involved i r» resolving claims. Claims are
reviewed and final decisions are rendered on the matter of record sub-
mitted with the claim Typically, the better prepared party win* the
clai.T^ Therefore. each construction contract should be administered
with the foresight that a claim will result and the best defense to a
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As prcscr.bcd m 33.014, insert the fcllosving clause in solic.tations and contracts unless the ccndi-
ticns in 33.003 apply:
DISPUTES (APR 19S4)
(a) This contract is subjcci to the Contract Disputes Act of '.978 (41 U.S.C. 601-613) (the Act).
(b) Except as provided in the Act, all disputes arising under or relating to this contract shall be
resolved under this clause.
(c) 'Claim,' as used in this clause me^ns a wnttcn demand or written assertion by one of the con-
tracting parties seelung, as a matter of right, the payment of money in a sum certain, the adjustment or
i.itcrprctatiop of contract terms, or other belief arising under or relating to this contract. A claim ansing
under a contract, unlike a claim relating to that contract, is a claim that can be resolved under a contract
clause that provides for the relief sought by the claimar.t. However, a wntten demand or written asser-
tion by the Contractor seeking the payment of money exceeding S50.000 is not a claim under the Act
until certified as required by subparagraph (d)(2) below. A voucher, invoice, or other routine request for
payment that is no', in dispute when submitted is not a claim under the Act. The submission may be con-
verted to a claiM under the Act, by complying with th: submission arid certification requirements of this
clause, if it is disputed cither as to liability or an-.ount or is not acted upon in a reasonable time.
(dXl) A claim by the Contractor shall be .nadc in writing and submitted to the Contracting OfSccr
for a wnlfcn decision. A claim by the Government against the Contractor shall be subject to a written
decision by the Contracting Officer.
(2) For Contractor claims exceeding S50,CXX. the Contractor shall submit with the claim a
certification that -
(i) TTic ci-iim is made m good faith.
(ii) Supporting data are accurate and complete to the best of the Contractor's knowledge and
belief; and
(lii) The amount requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for which the Contractor
believes the Government is liable.
(3) (i) If the Contractor is an individual, the certification sh^.l be executed by that individual,
(ii) If the Contractor is not an i.ndividual, the certification shall be executed by -
(A) A senior company official in charge at the Contractor's plant or location involved; or
(B) An officer or general partner of the Contractor having overall responsibility for the conduct
of the Contractor's affairs.
(c) For Contractor claims of SJ0.(XX) or less, the Contracting Officer must, if requested in wnting
by the Contractor, render a decision >*ithin 60 days of the request. For Contractor-certified claims over
$50.(XX). the Contracting Officer must, within 60 days, decide the claim or notify the Contractor of the
duic hy which ihc decision will be made.
(0 The Contracting Off'iccr's decision shall be final unless the Contractor appeals o* files a suit as
provided in the Act.
(g) The Government shall pay interest on the amount found due and unpaid from (J) the date the
Contracting Officer receives the claim (properly certified if required), or (2) the date payment othcr^^isc
would be due, if that date is later, until the date of payment. Simple interest on claims shall be paid at
the rate, fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as provided in the Act, which is applicable to the penod












period as fixed by the Treasury Secretary during the pendency of the cliim.
fn) The Contractor shaJl proceed diligently with performance of this contract, px:nding final resolu-
tion of any request for relief, clajm. appeal, or action ansing under the contract, and comply Nvith any
decision of the Contracting Oficer.
(End of Clause)
(R 7-103.12 1980 JUN)





Aiteraat£ I (APR 1984). If it is determined under agency procedures, that continued performance is
necessary pending resolution of any claim ansing under or relating to the contract, substitute the follow-
ing paragraph (h) for the paragraph (h) of the basic clause:
(h) The Contractor shall proceed diligently with performance of this contract, pending final resolu-
tion of any request for relief, claim, appeal, or !w:tion arising under or relating to the contract, and com-
ply with any decision of the Contracting Officer.










THE ADMIMSTR.\TIVT DISPUTES ACT OF 1954
Crhe Anti-Wunder!ich Act)
(41 U.S.C. § 321-322)
§321. LIMITATION OF PLEADING CONTRACT-PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINALTTY; STAN-
DARDS OF REVIEW:
No provision of any contract entered into by the United States, relating to the finality or con-
clusiveness of any decision of the head of any department or agency or his duly authorized representative
or board in a dispute involving a question arising under such contract, shall be pledged in any suit now
filed or cases where fraud by such official or his said representative or board is alleged: Provided, how-
ever, that any such decision shall be final and conclusive unless the same is fradulent (so in original.
Probably should read 'fraudulent'), capricious, or arbitrary or so grossly erroneous as necessary to imply
bad faith, or is not supported by substantial evidence. May 11, 1954, c. 199, §1, 68 Stat. 81.
^322. CONTRACT-PROVISIONS MAKING DEOSIONS FINAL ON QUESTIONS OF LAW:
No Government contract shall contain a provision making final on a question of law the decision of




CONTR.ACT DISPLTZS ACT OF l^ra PX. 95-5<S3
(41 use §601)
lb
As Amended by the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 19S2, HR 4482. ^'.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House cf Reprisentatives of the United States of America in
^.
Congress assembled. That this Act may be cited as the 'Contracts Disputes Act of 1978'. v^'
Definitions ^.
Sec 2. As used m this Act-
's'
(1) the term 'agency head' means the head and any assistant head of an executive agency, and ^'
may 'upon the designation by' the head of an executive agency include the chief official of any principal ji'
division of the agency; •*.
(2) the term 'executive agency' means an executive department as defined in section 101 of title 5,
United Slates Code, an independent establishment as defined by section 104 of title 5, UiJted States Code [."
(except that it ihall not inc'ude the General Accounting Office) a military department as defined by sec- »[v
tion 102 of title 5, United States Code, and a wholly owned Government corporation as defined by sec-
tion 846 of title 31, United States Code, the United Slates Postal Service, and the Postal Rate Commis- fc?
sion;
(3) the term 'contracting officer' means any person who, by appointment in accordance with
applicable regulations, has the authority to enter into and administer contracts and make determinations
and findings with respect thereto. The term also includes the authorized representative of the contracting .•
^
officer, acting within the limits of his authority; U*
(4) the term contractor' means a party to a Government contract other than the Government; F,
V
(5) the term 'Administrator' means the Administrator for Federal Procurement Policy appointed [•;
pursuajn to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act; ^H;
(6) the term 'agency board' means an agency board of contract appeals established under section ^S
8 of this Act; and ^^
(7) the term 'misrepresenution of fact' means a false statement of substantive fact, or any conduct k,
which leads to a belief of a substantive fact matenal to proper understanding of the matter in hand, made y^
With ir.ient to deceive or mislead. '.V
•;VM
Applicability of Law K.
Sec 3. (a) Unless otherwise speciucally provided herein, this Act applies to any express or implied Vv
contract (including those of the non-appropnated fund activities described in sections 1346 and 1491 of .*v'>
title 28, United States Coc^e) entered into by an executive agency for - j-V
(1) 'he procurement ol property, other than real property in being; ""T
r
(2) the procu'cmcnt of services; ' ^
(3) :he procurement of construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of rejl property; or ^^
(4) the disposal of persona! property. yl
(b) With respect to contracrs of the Tennessee Valley Authonty, the provisions of this Act shall ',^*
apply only lo those contracts which contain a disputes clause requinng that a contract dispute be ^'
irM'lvcd llirough iin ugcr.cy adniinistralivc process. Notwithstandmg any other provision of this Act,
L-oniructs of the T-rincsscc Vullcy Authonty for the sale of fertilizer or clcctnc powei or related to the




(c) "Hiis Act docs not apply to a contract wuh a ' _gTi goverainent, or agency ihercof. or interna-
tional organization, or subsidiary body thereof, if the he^J of the agency determines that the application
of the Act to the contract would not be in 'he public interest.
Maritime Contracts
\j Sec 4. Appeals under paragraph g of section 8 and suits under section 10, arising out of maritime
contracts, shall be governed by the Act of Maich 9. 1920, as amended (41 Sut. 525, as amended; 46
« U.S.C 741-752) or the Act of March 3, 1923, as amended (43 Sut. 1112, as amended; 46 U.S.C 781-790)
as applicable, to the extent that those Acts are not inconsisf. .^t wuh this Act.
Fraudulent Claims
Sec 5. If a contractor is unable to support any part of his claim and it is determined that such ina-
•V bility is attributable to misrepresentation of fact or fraud on the pan of the contractor, he shall be liable
to the Gover.-'ment for an amount equal to such unsupported part of the claim in addition to all costs to
, the Government attributable to the cost of reviewing said part of his cl.iim. Liability under this subsec-
tion shall be determined within 6 years of the commission of such misreprcsenlalion of fact or fraud.
'-•. Decision by the Contracting Officer
Sec 6. (a) All claims by a contractor against ihc Govcm.nent relating to a contract shall be in writ-
fi ing and shall be submitted to the contracting officer for a decision. All claims by the Government
against a contractor relating to a contract shall be the subject of a decision by the contracting officer.
The contracting officer shall issue his decisions in wntmg. and shall niail or otherwise furnish a copy of
-.H the decision to the contractor. The decision shall state the reasons for the decision reached, and shall
inform the contractor of his nghis as provided in this Act. Specific findings of fact are not required, but
if made, shall not be bindi.-^g in any subsequent proceeding. The authonty of this subsection shall not
Q extend to a claim or dispute for penalties or forfeitures prescribed by statute or regulation which another
\. Federal agency is specifically authorized to administer, settle or determine. This section sliall not author-
ize any agency head to settle, compromise or pay or otherwise adjust any claim involving fraud.
(b) The contracting officer's decision on the claim shall be final and conclusive and not subject to
>* review by any fonim, tnbunal. or Government agency, unless an appeal or suit is timely commenced as
authonzcd by this Act. Nothing in this Act shall prohibit executive agencies from including a clause in
Government contracts requiring that pending final decision of an appc.il or suit, or final settlement, a con-
V tractor shall proceed diligently with performance of the contract in accordance wnth the Contracting
Officer's decision.
(cKl) A contracting Officer shall issue a decision on any submitted claim of 550,000 or less within
y sixty days from his receipt of a wnttcn request from the contractor that a decision be rendered wnthin
that penod. For claims of more than 550.000, the contractor shall cenify that the cla;m is made in good
faith, and that the supponing data arc accurate and complete to the best of his '»jiowlcdgc and behcf. and
\-f that the amount requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for which the cont,-actor believes
'*• ihc Government is liable.
(2) A contracting officer shall, within sixty days of receipt of a submitted cenified claim over
^"^ S50.000 -
y (A) issue a decision; or
(B) notify the contractor of the time within which a decision will be issued.
sa
^
12) The decrsicn of a jcntracrjng nrf.crr en submitted claims shall b< Lssurd wuhm a reasonable
time, in accordance wun reguiaiicns promuigaied by the agency, taking into account juch factors as the
Mze and complexity of the claim and ihe adequacy of the information in support of the c'aim provided by
fH the contractor
(4) A contractor may request the agency board of contract appeals to direct a contracting officer
to issue a dc-Jision m a specified pcnod of time, as determined by the board, in the event of undue delay
on the pan of the contracting oScer.
(5) Any failure by the contracting officer to issue a decision on a contract claim within the pcnod
required w;ll be deemed to be a decision by the contracting ciScer denying the claim and will aulhonze
the commencement of the appeal or suit on the claim as otherwise provided in this Act. However, in the
event an appeal or suit is so commenced in the absence of a prior decision by the contracting officer, the
tnbi'nal ccnccmed may. at its option, stay the proceedings to obtain a decision on the claim by the con-
tracting officer.
Contractor's Ri&bt of App«^ to Board of Contract Appeals
SEC 7 Within ninety davs from the date of receipt of a contracting officer's decision under section
6, the contractor may appeal such decision to an agency board of contract appeals, as provided in section
8.
Agency Boardi of Contract Appeals
SEC S (aXl) Except as provided in paragraph (2) an agency board of contra^ —cals may be esta-
blished wjihin an executive agency when the agency head, after consultation with ...e Administrator.
detcrm:nes from i workload study that the volume of contract claims justifies the establishment of a full-
time agency board of at least three members who shall have no other inconsistent duties. Workload stu-
dies vmII be updated a! least once every three years and submitted to the Administrator.
(D The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority may establish a board of contract
appeals fcr the Auihonty of an indeterminate nu.mbcr of members.
(bXl) Eacept as provided in paragraph (2). the members of agency boards shall be selected and
appointed to serve m the same manner as heanng examiners appointed pursuant to section 3105 title 5 of
the L'nited States Code, with an add:::cnal requirement that such members shall have had not fewer than
five years" experience in public contract law Full-time members of agency boards serving as such on the
effective date of this Act shall be considered qua;ified. The chairman and vice chairman of each board
shall be designated by the agency head from members so appointed. The chairman of each agency board
ihail receive compensation at a rale equal to t.hat paid a GS-18 under the General Schedule contained in
section 5332. United States Code, the vice chairman shall receive compensation at a rate equal to that
paxJ a GS-17 under such Genera] Schedule, and all other members shall receive compensaucn at a rate
equal to that paid a GS-16 under such General Schedule. Such positions shall be in addiUon to the
number of posjiions which may be placed in GS-16. GS-17. and GS-13 of such General Schedule under
existing law
(2) The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authonty shall establish cntena for the
appoiPimen: of memtjcrs to us agency Surd of ccntract appeals established m subse\?.ion (aK2). J : shall
designate a chairman of such board The chairman of such board shall receive compensation at a rate
equal lo the daily rate paid of a GS-13 under the General Schedule contained in section 5332. Lnited
Slates Code for each day he is engaged in the actual performance of his duties as a member of such
board AH other members of iuch board shall receive compensation at a rate equil to the daily rate paid
CiSlh under \uvh GmersI S».hedule for each day they are engaged in the actual perfomance of their
dulKA a\ members of such board.
I\
3-5
(c) If Lhe voiume of contract ciajms is not suf:c:«:t to justify an 3?cncy board under subsection (a)
or if he otherwise considers it appropnate, any agency head ihail arrange for appeals from dec'^ions by
contraciing officers of his agency to be decided by a board of contract appeals of another e:;ccutivc
agency. In the event an agency head is unable to maice such an arrangement with another agency, he
shjill submit the cose to the Administrator for placement wiLh an agency board. Tnc provisions of this
subsection shall not apply to the Tenne;^ee Valley Authority.
(d) Each ager^cy board shail have jurusdiction to decide any appeal from a decision of a contracting
officer (1) relating to a contract made by its agency, and (2) relating to a contract made by any other
agency when such agency or the Administrator has designated the agency board to decide the appeal. In
exercising this jurisdiction, the agency board is authorized to grant any relief that would be available to a
ii'jg..nt asscning a contract claim in the Claims Coua.
(c) An agency board shall provide, to the fullest extent practicable, informal, expeditious, and inex-
pensive resolution of disputes, and shall issue a decision in writing or take other appropnate action on
each appeal submitted, and shall mail or otherwise furnish a copy of the decision to the contractor and
the contracting officer.
(0 The rules of each agency board shall include a procedure for the accelerated disposition of any
appeal from a decisio:' of a contracting officer where the amount in dispute is $50,000 or less. The
accelerated procedure shall be applicable at the sole election of only the contractor. Appeals under the
accelerated procedure shall be resolved, whenever possible, within one hundred and eighty days from the
dite the contractor elects to ut.lize such procedure.
(gXl) The decision of an agency board of contract appeals shall be final, except that -
(A) a contractor may appeal such a decision to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit within one hundred twenty days after the date of receipt of a copy of such decision, or
(B) the agency head, if he determines that an appeal should be taken, and with the prior appro-
val of the Attorney General, transmits the decision of the board of contract appeals to the United States %
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit for judicial review, under section 1295 of title 28, United Sutes S,
Code, as amended herein, within one hundred and twenty days from the date of the agency's receipt of a
copy of the board's decision.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), the decision of the board of contract appeals
of the Tennessee Valley Authonty shall be final, except that -
(A) a contractor may appeal such a decision to a United States district court pursuant to the pro-
visions of section 1337 of title 28, United States Code within one hundred twenty days after the date of
receipt of a copy of such decision, or
(B) The Tennessee Valley Authority may appeal the decision to a United States district court
pursuant to the previsions of section 1337 of title 28. United States Code, withm one hundred twenty
days after the date of the decision in any case.
(h) Pursuant to the authonty conferred under the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act, the
Administrator is authonzed and directed, as may be necessary or dcsi.'abie to carry out the provisions of
this Act. to issue guidelines with respect to cnteria for the csublishmenl, functions, and procedures of
the agency boards (except for a board established by the Tennessee Valley Authority).
(i) Within one hundred and twenty days from the dale of enactment of this Act, all ager.cy boards,
rxcepi ih.1t of the Tcnne^see Valley Authonty. of three or more full-time members shall develop work-
Uutd xludir^.
Small Claims
SEC 9 (a) The rules of each agency board shall include a procedure for the expedited disposition
of any appeal from a decision of a contracting officer where the amount in dispute if S 10.000 or less. The
small claims procedure shall be applicable at the sole election of the contractor.
3~5
v' fb) The srr.2ll ciaiiT"; procedure shall provide for sirr.p'.ined rales cf procedure to facilitate the deci-
''• sion of any appeal thereunder. Such appeals may be decided by a single member of the agency board
with such concurrences as may be provided by aiie or regulation.
f1 (c) Appeals under the small claims procedure shall be resolved, whenever possible, within one hun-
B. dred twenty days from the date on which the contractor elects to utilize such procedure.
(d) A decision against the Government or the contractor reached under the small claims procedure
^ shall be final and conclusive and shall not be set aside except in cases of fraud.
(e) Adm.inistrative determinations and final decisions under this section shall have no value as pre-
cedent for future cases under this Act.
(0 The Administrator is authorized to review at least evei^ three years, beginning with the third
year after the enactment of the Act. the dollar amount de.'ined in srction 9(a) as a small claim, and based
upon economic indexes selected by the Administrator adjust that level accordingly.
P
Actions in Court; Judicial RcTiew of Board Decisions
J"
SEC 10(aXl)- Except as provided in paragraph (2), and in lieu of appealing the decision of the con-
tracting officer under section 6 to an agency board, a contractor may bring an action directly on the
/^ claim in the United Slates Claims Court, notwithstanding any contract provision, regulation, or rule of
law to the contrary.
_o (2) In the case of an action against the Tennessee Valley Authority, the contractor may only bring
•^., an action directly on the claim in a United States district court pursuant to section 1337 of title 28,
United Sutrs Code, notwithstandmg any contract provision, regulation, or rule of law to the contrary.
S(3) .\ny action under paragraph (1) or (2) shall be filed within twelve months from the date of thereceipt by the contractor of the decision of the contracting officer concerning the claim, and shall
proceed de novo in accordance with the rules of the appropr.ate court.
(b) In the event of an appeal by a contractor or the Government from a decision of any agency
,•'. board punuant to section 8, notwithstanding any contract provision, regulation, or rules of law to the
contrary, the decision of the agency board on any question of law shall not be final or conclusive, but the
decision on any question of fact shall be final and conclusive and shall not be set aside unless the decision
y is fraudulent, or arbitrary, or capricious, or so grossly erroneous as to necessarily imply bad faith, or if
such decision is not supported by substantial evidence.
(c) In any appeal by a contractor or the Government from a decision of an agency board pursuant
%* to section 8, the court may render an opinion and judgment and remand the case for further action by
'**- the agency board or by the executive agency as appropnate. with such direction as the court considers
just and proper.
.'•] (d) If two or more suits arising from one contract arc filed in the Claims Court and one or more
agency boards, for the convenience of panies or witnesses or in the interest of justice, the Claims Court
may order the consolidation of such suit in the court or transfer any suits to or among the agency boards
involved.
t: (e) In any suit filed pursuant to this Act involving two or more claims, counterclaims, cross-claims,
or third-party claims, and where a portion of one such claim can be divided for purposes of decision or
•y judgment, and in any such suit where miltiple parties are involved, the court, whenever such action is





Sabpoeaa, Discorvy, and D«posidoa
SEC 11. A mcml'jcr of an agencv boixd of contract appeals may administer oaths to witnesses,
authorize depositions and discovery proceediii.^s, and require by subpoena the attendance of witnesses,
and production of boots tud papers, for the taking of testimony or evidence by deposition or in the hear-
ing of an appcii by the at'iency bcarfl'. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena by a person
who resides, is found, or transacts bauness wnthin the junsdiclicn of the United States district court, the
court, upon application of the agency board through the Attorney General, or upon application by the
board of contract appeals of the Tennessee Valley Authority, sh^ have jurisdiction to issue the person
an order requiring him to appear before the agency board or a member thereof, to produce evidencvt or
to give testimony, or both. Any failure of any such person to obey the order of the court may be pun-
ished by the court as a contempt thereof.
Iat«re«t
SEC 12. Interest on amounts found due contractors on claims sh^ be paid to the contractor from
the date the contracUng officer rccava the claim pursuant to secdon 6(a) frooi the contractor until pay-
ment thereof.
The interest provided for in this section shall be paid at the rate established by the Secretary of the
Treasury pursuant to Public Law 92-41 (85 SuL 97) for the Renegotiation Board.
Part if. Claims
7-4Ci C2FINITIONS.
(a) Claim. "Claim" mear.s a written demand by one of the contracting parties seeking,
as a legal right, the payment of money, adjustment or interpretation of contract terms, or
other ielief aiisir.g under or related co the contract. A voucher, invoice, or otner routine
request for payme it that is not in dispute v^hcn submitted is not a claim for the purposes of
the Act. hcwev'.T, where such submission is subsequently disputed either as to liability or
amount or not ^ct-^d upon in a reasonable time, it may be converted to a claim, A. claim by
a contractor seeking payment in excess of $50,000 must be certified as required by the
Contract D sputes Act (See 7-4C^(c)).
(b) Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA). An independent tribunal
establ jhed in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and recognized by statute, to hear
and /- Jjudicate appeals from Contracting Officer Final Decisions. (See 7-409).
(c) Command Award and Review Board ("Chief's Board"). An informal Board at
'^AVFACHQ reporting directly to the Commander, NAVFAC, instituted for the purpose of
attempting to negotiate settlement of claims at the Headquarters level prior to issuance of
a Contracting Officer Final Decision.
7-402 REPORTS. The definition of "claim" in 6-210.1 is only for purposes of the reports
required by 6-210.
7-403 TIMELY ACTIONS.
(a) The timely processing and resolution of contractor disputes is essential to sound
contract administration. Failure to act in a timely manner frequently results in excessive
costs to the Government because of the transfer of knowledgeable personnel, loss of
records, loss of memories and similar factors. In addition, contractors may be entitled to
receive interest payments on those disputes where their position prevails at the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals. The EFD Contracts Division shall maintain an
up-to-date log of all pending disputes within the EFD (including subordinate offices) and
shall assure that disputes are processed in a timely manner. This includes promptly
requesting DCAA audit for claims over $500,000. (Sec 7-313 concerning audits and 6-210
concerning reports.)
(b) Some contractors routinely request a Contracting Officer's Decision whenever
they file a request for adjustment. When such a request is received, the contractor should
be advised that, inasmuch as the Contract Disputes Act requires that such requests be
promptly resolved, the request for a Final Decision may preclude negotiation at the
OICC/ROICC level, so that if the Contractor wishes to discuss the matter at the
OICC/ROICC level, the Contractor should in writing ask that the request for Final
Decision be withdrawn or held in abeyance pending further discussion.
(c) Whenever a claim, as defined above, is in an am.ount under $50,000, the
Contractirrg Officer is under a statutory mandate to issue a Final Decision within 60 days.
Therefore, expeditious compliance with 7-404 is essentiaL
7.4.1
C-2
is not a Final Decision of the Contracting Officer."
(d) If the contractor requests a Final Decision after failing to reach an agreement
with the OICC, the files, including aJl documents (pro and con) relating to the claim., shall
be promptly forwarded to the EFD 02. If the EFD 02 is of the opinion that negotiations
may be appropriate, it should promptly irutiate such action. If the EFD concurs with the
OICC/ROICC that a Final Decision should be issued, the EFD 02 shall promptly process the
claim as provided in 7-^05 or l-'^OG. Within the ROICC/OICC/EFD, only one preliminary
letter of denial of any request for equitable adjustment shall be issued. The claim is in
excess of the final decision authority of the EFD (see 1-^02). M the EFD has attempted to
conduct negotiations but settlem,i>nt has not been reached, the EFD should advise the
Contractor: that due to the failure of negotiations, pursuant to his earlier request, the
claim is being forwarded to the Contracting Officer, for issuance of a Final Decisioru
r^'
7-4;:» procedures for processing claims and requests for equitable ^^ <<
ad:3U5tme.nt. ( ^/;C
(a) «hen a request for adjustment has been received by the ROICC and any required ^-'>
audit has been obtained (see 7-313), then with:n the limits of delegated authority the .•.-
CICC/ROICC should promptly review the request and conduct negotiations if appropriate. '/,
li the request is deemed to be without merit, or if negotiations do not result in agreement,
-'^l"
the Contractor is to be promptly advised in writing of denial and the basis therefore. The V
denial should close with the following language:
^'•"•'J
"The OICC has determined that ycu have not presented sufficient ^.'
justification or data to warrant the contract adjustment you rvave %•
requested. If you disagree with this determination, you may request a ^.
decision of the Contractuig Officer pursuant to the provisions of the ^"
disputes clause of your contract. Such requests should be forwarded via '*
this office. You may submit additional information and you may request jr^^l
that the previous correspondence concerning this matter be forwarded to ^..
the Contracting Officer for further review and determination. This letter ^V-'o V.N
c
^ ."w"
(b) At no time shall the term "final decision" be used in correspondence between
subordinate activities and the contractor. Under no circumstances shall the contractor be
advised to appeal disputes and other matters directly to the GAO, the AS5CA, x>r any C
forum other than the Contracting Officer.
^
(c) If the Contractor requests a Final Decision and the claim exceeds $50,000 the
ROICC shall obtain from the Contractor a statement required by the Contract Disputes
Act as follows: ^ C-.
1^:^
"I certify that the claim is made in good faith, that the supporting data are
accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief; and that
the an.ount requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for
which the contractor believes the Government is liable." -.'•
•/-•^
If the Contractor refuses to submit such certification, the ROICC shall advise the \,
Contractor in writing that, by law,('*l USC 605) a claim in excess of $50,000 cannot be
considered until such certification is provided. A copy of this advice shall be sent to the *-






(e) For iniormation, at Headqjarters, th« Commander, NAVFACE.NGCOM, has
delegated authority to execute and Issue Final Decisions only to the Assistant Commander
for Contracts (02J, c.nd the Director, Contracts Division (021).
(f) Small Claims. Many times claims are forwarded for a Contracting Officer's
decision which involve small sums of money or insignificant time extensions. The
administrative costs incurred in the processing of such .laims by the OICC staff, the EFD
and NAVFACENCCCM personnel frequently exceed the value of tne claim. Accoro^.tgly,
Commanders are requested t.T take every reasonable action to resolve claims and time
extensions involving J2,000 or less. Only those smaiJ claims where settlement would be
unconscionable or would result in the estublishment of an unacceptable precedent should be
forwarded for a Contracting Officer's Final Decisioru
(g) Once a matter is in di.'.pute, at the request of Counsel, contract administration
and other personnel often prepare memoranda or notes pertaining to a claim. In order to
minimize tne possibility that such memoranda, notes, etc., will subsequently be obta;ned by
the contractor through "discovrry" procedures at the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals or Claims Court Litig?.tion, the following legend be stamped on each page of such
memoranda, notes, etc.:
"ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILECE-FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This document is prepared for use by Government attorneys in connec'tion with a
contractor claim. It is not to be released outside the Government, or to Covernmer.t
personnel not having a need-to-krvow".
7-405 EFD CONTRACTING OFFICER FINAL DECISIONS (33.0)
7-405.1 Decisions on Disputes of J250,000 or Less. Pursuant to the authority delegated
in 1-402 and l-403(c), Contracting Officer li.-ial decisions on disputes of $250,000 or less
will be issued by the EFD. In issuing such excisions, the following guidelines and criteria
apply:
(a) On receipt, al! contractor claims shall be forwarded to the EFD Code 02. That
office shall maintain a log ot all clriimj and assure their timely arvj appropriate
disposition. This log shall include the persons involved in providing technical advice, the
dates various actions are taken and the date of any appeals.
(b) For the purpose of this section, the value of a dispute is the sum of the amount of
payment the contractor seeks, plus the value of any liquidated damages that would be
released by any time extension sought m connection with the dispute.
(c) It is essential that any Government counter-claims that arise from the same
factual situation as the contractor's claim be addressed m the same final decision. When
the Government has a coun:er<laim, contact NAVFAC for a determination as to who will




(d) If :^e claim will se clecided by the EFD, Ccce C2 snail conduct a prelimiaary
revie'.v of tne clajm witn representative of Counsel anJ technical advisors as
app.'^Driate. A schedule lor the disposition of tne ciaim snail De estabhsned v^nich will
include fjrnishing to Code C2 by Counsel and designated tecnnicai personnel, legal and
C
technical memoranca on tne
positions.
-.erits and weaknesses of both the contractor and Navy
(e) As Tiuch time as possible shall >e afforded legal and technical personnel for the
preparation of the memoranda cited aDovt. Ho'j.ever, the claim disposition schedule shall
assure disoosition withm 60 days as required by FAK 33. OG 1(c) and the Contracts iJisputes
Act (^1 use 6G5{c)(l)).
(f) On receipt of the legal and technical memoranda, if the claim is to be denied in
toto or in part, the designated 02 representative shall prepare a draft final decision and,
aiter review for technical and legal adequacy, present it to the appropriate executing
official for final review and executioru
(g) After the final decision is issued, the claim file (not contract file) will be
forwarded to Counsel. The file shall be retained by Counsel for not less than l'» montr.5 to
assure its ava'lability in connection with any appeal hat m^ay be filed with the ASBCA or
the Claims Court.
7-U05.2 Legal and Technical Memoranda. Legal arvd technical memoranda shall address
both sides of the issues relative to the decision. The purpose of such memoranda is to
assist the deciding authority m reaching an appropriate decision, not to decide the issue.
Accordingly, all concerned shall assure that the pro's and con's of both the Government and
contractor positions are fairly and accurately set forth and analyzed.
7-^05.3 Preparation and Content of Final Decisions. Pursuant to FAR 33.011(d), a
Contracting Officer's final decision must advise the contractor as to the decision reached
by the Contracting Officer and the basis therefore. In order to fulfill this requirem.ent, a
lengthy oetailed decision is not necessary. Decisions should:
(a) Succinctly state the contractor's claim (e.g., You claim additional compensation
in the amount of Si 5,000 for additional work in connection with the construction of a
retaining wall).
(b) State the decision reached (e.g., the Contracting Officer determnes that your
claim should be allowed in the amount of S500.G0 and denied as to the remainder).
(c) State the basis of the Contracting Officer's decision (e.g., the retaining wall
requirements are set forth in detail, No. 2 Drawing, 123'»5. The work performed by you
was only as set forth in that detail with the exception of the north wing wall lor which the
Contracting Officer determines you are entitled to an additional J5G0.00. The basis of





(d) Lengthy Contracting Officer decisions have little influence on the AS8CA or the >|
Courts in connection with resolving disputes in favor of the Government. However, final ]•[
decisions, on occasion, make admissions which have been accepted by those bodies to the g-
disadvantage of the Government. Accordingly, final decisions should se: forth the *'
information necessary to comply with the FAri requirements and nothing more. i'
I
(e) Every final decision shall conclude with the following: :'
"This IS the Final Decision of the Contracting Officer. Th's Decision may be i-
appealed to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, which is the authorized f;.
representative of the Secretary for hearing and cetermirung contract disputes. If you [•-
: decide to appeal this decision, written i-.otice thereof must be mailed or otherwise
furnished to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, 200 Stovail Strev^t, Alexandria, I-*^
Virgirua 22332, within ninety days from the date you received this decision- A copy 'I^
thereof ihall also be furnished to the Contracting Officer from whose decision the appeal is ^
taken, at the address set lorth at the head of this letter, Attention: Director, Contracts p
Division. The notice should indicate that an appeal is intended, should reference this *\
decision, identify the contract by number, and state the amount in dispute. The rules of [-.
procedure of the Armed Se'-vices Board of Contract Appeals are in the FAR, Appendix A, •?
Part Two. Optional Accelerated Procedures are available in appeals involving $50,000 or !•
less and Small Claims (expedited) procedures are available in appeals involving $10,000 or L"
less. In lieu of appealing to the Board of Contract Appeals, you may bring action directly t
in the U.S. Claims Court within 12 months of the date you receive this decision (except as
provided in Section <* of the Act (Maritime Contracts))." •/
(f) Final decisions shall be e ecuted: "For Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering •;
Command, Contracting Officer" ' .ee !-i*01). '•
r
7-405.^ Deciding Offici?'., The EFD Commander shall establish procedures cciyierning
who of the authorized c'.icials on the EFD staff will execute final decisions and what, if «-
any, review in addition to that indicated above will be required. Final decisions should be v
prepared, reviewed, and executed by experienced personnel who have had no direct S
involvement with the work in question, or any significant relationship with the contractor '^
and, therefore, are in a position to decide the dispute on an unbiased bads-
j[
7-405.3 Mailing of Final Decisions. All final decisions shall be mailed to the contractor .;
by certified mail, return receipt requested. A specific procedure shall be established to
assure that the return receipt is obtained and filed in the claim Jile. Such receipts !
frequently are important in determining if appeals have been timely filed. A copy of each
^!
final decision shall be forwarded to NAVFAC 02. r
•.a^;- 7-'*05.6 Claim Records. A "claim file" shall be established for each claim. Included
%:!K?0^-'.. therein shall be copies of all correspondence pertaining to the claim, memoranda prepared ^
''%'
.^'. in connection with disposition of the claim, copies of applicable contract provisions, [\
~ drawings, and any other materials cor.sidercd in connection with the disposition of the
-2
claim. If the claim is denied in toto or in part, this material need not be duplicated in the -
official contract file, provided a notation is made in that file that a claim file exists and =•
where it is stored. At the expiration of all appeal periods (presently one year after receipt ^^
of the final decision) or following the resolution of any appeals, the claim file shall be *^-




7-^G6 INFORMATION FORWARDED FOR CONTRACTING OFFICER'S DECISION.
When a ccntractor riquests a Contracting Officer's decision on a dispute involving more
than $25C,000, the ZFD shall forward to NAVFAC 02, as expeditiously as possible (and in no
event lonj:er than 20 v»orking days after receipt of tne req'jest), the following:
(a) A forwarding letter indicating the contract number, the name of the contractor,
the amount in di.^pute (dollars and nrr.e), a specific statement of the item or items in
dispute, a brief suinmary of the basis for denial of the claim (do not write a lengthy claim
analysis since ihe supporting records normally form the sole basis of the Contracting
Officer's decision), identification of the person or persons best informed in the event it is
necessary to obtain additional information, and any specific details the EFD considers
should be highlighted.
(b) A copy of all correspondence corKcrning the dispute between the EFD, OICC,
ROICC and the contractor.
(c) Complete supporting documentation concerning the dispute. As a minimum this
will include the complete contract, the drawings pertaining to the dispute, any Board
Reports, memoranda for files, and inspection reports concerning the dispute. Omission of
documents wnich tend to support a contractor position usually results in a Government
defeat at the ASBCA, since the Government trial attorney will not nave been able to
present the Government case in such a manner as to minimize the effect oi such
documents. ~
(d) An analysis of the validity of the price and time claimed by the contractor, even
though the EFD may recommend total deniaL In many instances, resolution of claims has
been delayed because claims found generally to have merit could not be resolved in the
absence of supporting documentation concerning the validity of the price or time
extensions requested.
(e) If the contractor is claiming in excess of $300,000 a copy of the DCAA audit
report on the claim, provided, that if an audit has been requested but not yet received, the
file may b« forwarded to NAVFACENGCOM with a statement that the audit report has
been requested and will be forwarded upon receipt.
(f) If the contractor is in bankruptcy, include the name and address of the Trustee in
Bankruptcy as soon as available. If the contractor is a corporation, and responsible
perior.nel are no longer available, also include the name and address of the corporauon's
registered agent for service of process in its state of incorporation or the state of contract
performance if the corporation is licensed to do business there. This may normally be
obtained from the Secretary of State or the Commissioner of Corporations of the state.
This is so that the Contracting Officer can establish legal receipt of any Firval Decision and
start the appeal period.
7-'»07 REMAND BY NEGOTIATION
(a) After review of the documentation and other material submitted to NAVFAC for
Final Decision on a claim, it may be determined that a decision denying the claim is not m
the best interest of the Covernment. When NAVFAC returns a claim to the EFD for the
negotiated settlement, the following principals apply.
(b) Under no circumstances is such a remand to be construed as an order to settle the
claim at any price. It is a directive to attempt to reach a reasonable negotiated
settlement. It is recognized that on occasion a contractor may adamantly refuse to enter







(cJ Thu doara KeQort r^repared :c support a negotiated settiemen: mus: explain any
difierences between mat settlerr.ent and the OCAA Audit Report, and bef-een that
settlement and tne Government estimate. It is not necessary that the settlement amount
be within the Governm-.'nt estimate or within the UCCA Audit Report findings, but that i
any diiference oe explained and the amount justiiied. See 6-213 ior reporting recquirements !-
on sucn issues.
(dj In the event a reasonaole negotiated settlement cannot ae reached, a report
setting lortn speciiic reasons why an agreement could not oe reached and the claim shall !
be returned to NAVFaC In sucn a situation th-; Contracting Ofiicer may issue a decision
^
which allows reasonable costs. Accordingly, detailed data on "should cost" (i.e., what costs
the contractor should have incurred) should be included,
7-408 COMMAND CONTRACT AWARD AND REVIEW BOARD. The great majority of
-J
the decisions of the Contracting Officer are rendered on the basis of the record; that is,
'J'
the correspondence and other data which have been forwarded to NAVFACENCCOM by the |'
contractor and tne OICC. In a few iPistances, the contractor requests a hearing before the '•*
NAVFACcNgCOM Contract Award and Review board on his claim. (OlCC's should not
offer such hearings.) Tne Board is composed of experienced military and civilian personnel "
selected for threir general knowledge of technical matters that may assist in resolution of
the claim. .\
f
7-40S.1 CONTRACT AWARD AND REVIEW BOARD PROCEDURES. - The procedures
for hearing claims by the Command Board are informal in nature. Ordinarily no verbatim
transcript for the testimony is taken, txhibits offered to the Board snould be numbered
and listed. Participants are not sworn, however, the statutory penalties of IS U.i.C. 1001 *
apply to any false statem.ents made.
.f
(a) Prior to the Board nearing, NAVFAC Code 02 representatives may meet with
counsel, contractor and t,FD representatives for the purpose of narrowing the issues and
developing stipulations of undisputed matters. The parties may be requested to provide
outlines or summaries to assist the Board.
Kb) The contractor is permitted full freedom to present its position in any reasonable
manner. Representatives may be selected to present the claim; attorneys, witnesses and
experts may present sucn documents as is necessary to sustain any position. During the
course of the presentation, and subsequent thereto, Board Members may ask questions in
respect to some particular aspect of the contractor's claim. The tFD representatives will
not be permitted to ask questions of the contractor at this time. The tf\J representatives
will, of necessity, have to take meticulous notes during the course of the contractor's





(c; Alter tne contractor's presentation, the EFD will be requested to set forth its \f
position as to wny the contractor's claim should be denied. During this presentation^ ^^
questioning will oe restricted to the Board Members. To assure that the Division's position 'f
IS presented in both an articulate ano comprehensive manner the following should be '^
consioered: 1'
3-
(\) Tne EfO snould designate a spokesman who has thorough knowledge of the /i
claim and is aoli to speak 'orcelully in presenting it. The spokesman may be an officer, a ••}
civilun engineer, a contract admimstralor, or legal counseL A
(2) The spokesman should have the responsibility for thoroughly preparing and ||!
organizing tne Division presentation. At the minimum, a detailed outline should be




.•-~-.J.^ •. -* L -^ -
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(3) All crucial points should be supported by appropriate proof, Le., ^
zcrr-espor.dence, photographs, inspector's reports, samples of materials, calculation sheets, I
Dr other data- All pertinent Division, OICC, and ROiCC records should be available at the V
Tearing. Relevant documents should be marked by tabs for expeditious reference if
leeded. Where there are several crucial documents involved in the discussion, they should
>e reproduced so a complete file can be given to eacn board Member. Witnesses should be
)resent who can describe the work and events on the basis of personal kno'vledge. Good
udgment must oe exercised in that the Division should not have representatives who do not
lave the proper background, are reticent to speak out, or tend to talk too much- If a vital
jk'itness cannot be present, the witness should write a complete description of the events
:hat transpired, as he understands them, with appropriate reference to other
:orrespondence, specifications, drawings, etc. Where drawings or other forms of pictorial
-epresentation will help clarify the matter under consideration, the Division shall prepare
appropriate sketches of sttes, construction details, etc.
W It is important that the Division recognize the contractor's strong points. When
joints must be conceded, it should be done without putting the contractor to the time and
sffort of proving them. The Division should direct its efforts to explain why such points
ire not determinative of the matters in dispute-
(5) Even though the Division considers the claim to be without merit, the personnel
present for the hearing must be prepared and qualified to represent the Division on matters
af price and time.
Ui At cjmpletion of the contractor and Division presentations, the Board normally
m\\ briefly aJjourn in order to determine whether there are any areas it desires to have
further claritied by either Division personnel or the contractor. Also, an opportunity will
lormally be afforded to Division and contractor personnel to challenge any points raised by
the other side, during the course of its presentation.
\x the completion of such discussions, the Board will recess to consider the merits of the
:ontractor's claim. Depending on the nature of the claim, the recess may be a few minutes
3r extend to a period of days, if an extended recess is anticipated, contractor and t.?\^
3ersonnel normally will depart subject to recall of the Board.
/-'0X.2 Board Decisions. AJter consideration of the contractor's and EFD's
5resentations, the Board will reconvene ^..d advise the contractor of its decision,
rrequently, the Board determines that :ne contractor is entitled to some additiorval
:ompensation or time extension but .: ail that has been requested. In such instances, the
Joard will attempt to negotiate a settlement with the contractor at that time.
Accordingly, £FD personnel normally must be present during the negotiations and' sliould be
5repared to discuss price and time. After completion of the hearing, a contracting
officer's decision will be issued if the parties have been unable to satisfactorily resolve the
:laim. If agreement has been reached, the EFD will be directed to issue a change order
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7-^09 ARMED jERVICES SOARD CONTRACT APPEALS (ASBCA). Within 90 days
from receipt of a Contracting Officer's Final Decision, a contractor may appeal to the
ASBCA. Approximately 50 to 75 percent of the Contracting Officer's Decisions denying
contractor claims are appealed to the ASBCA. Accordingly, EFD personnel should assure
that proper records and notes are maintained oven though a claim has been denied by the
Contracting Officer; since it is highly possible that personnel having direct knowledge of
the cla;n may be called to iczTiiy before the ASBCA. Direct communication is authorised
between the Government Trial Attorney and Government personnel who have information
or are potential witnesses. Trial Attorneys are not authorized to settle claim.s without the
consent of NAVFACENGCOM 02 or the individual that signed the Final Decision, or to
direct the issuance of change ordt-rs. Once a Final Decision is issued, Government
personnel are not to discuss any claim with non-Governmenc personnel, or with Government
personnel not having a valid need-to-know, without the authorization of the Trial Attorney
or NAVFACENGCOM 021.
7-^10 CLAIMS COURT. In lieu of appealing a Final Decision to the ASBCA within 90
days from the date of receipt of a Final Decision, a contractor may initiate a suit i.i the
Claims Court within one year from receipt of the Decision. A contractor may also petition
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit to review an adverse ASBCA decision within
120 days of the ASBCA decision. The Justice Department presents the Government's case
in these Courts and personnel may be contacted for assistance by Justice attorneys.
7-'»ll SUPPORT OF TRIAL COUNSEL. The Government's position at the Command
Award and Review Board and the ASBCA is presented by NAVFAC or EFD Counsel or by
the Litigatiori Division of the Office of the General Counsel of the Navy, and at the Claims
Court by the Department of Justice. Regardless of the forum, Government attorneys will
require the wholehearted support of all echelons of NAVFAC. This includes inspection and
administration personnel personally associated with the contract performance, and persons
possessing sp-'Cial technical knowledge. NAVFAC policy is that once the decision has been
made by the Contracting Officer to have a claim proceed to a hearing, all NAVFAC
personnel, at ill echelons, will fully support the trial attorneys, making available all
witnesses and experts who may be required, and avoiding any other commitments which
might interfen with such persons' availability. The constraints resulting from diminished
personnel rsrsi^^-'.rs are recognized, but cannot be allowed to interfere with the adequacy
of presentation; the results of inadequate presentation are too costly.
7-^12 A^f vals of Settlements in Excess of $250,000. All proposed claim settlements
in excess of $250,000 will be forwarded to NAVFAC, Code 021, for approval. As a
minimum T' settlement proposal will include the documentation identified in paragraph
7-'>06, Th. .morandum recommending settlement shall clearly identify the claim issues
and the basi'i of the entitlement determination. Quantum justification is to be supported













H p.^PT 33 — ??c:^:.
yf SU3PAFT 33
33.103 Protests to the Acer.cy.
D-i-
33.1-i
"^ (a) A ceterrvir-aticn to proceed with (3-..-ard prior to resolvirx; the protest
under FAJJ 33.1G3 sh^ll be race at a hi.cher le^/pl within the ccr.tractirx^
^ activity th.an the ccntractin<; officer who is to execute the contract.
n
%-
(b) ContractL'-.c officers sh^ll consider all protests after award addressed
only to the contracting activity. If protest is oral and the ratter cermet be
resolved, written ccnfirraticn of t.he protest shall be requested. The
protester sh^ll be notified in writir.g of the firial decision en the written
protest. The contract file should be docjnented with essentially the sane
itsns as listed in FAR 33.104 (a) (2). Other persons, including bidders,
involved in or affected by the protest sh^ll be given notice of th.e protest
and its basis in appropriate cases. These persons shall also be advised th.at
they rray suhnit their views arjd relevant infonraticn to the contracting
officer within a specified period of ti-re. Normally, the tL-ne specified will
be one week. Sirce tinely action on protests is essential, they sh^culd be
handled on a priority basis.
33.104 Protests to GAC5.
(b)
under F
A deterrdraticn to proceed with award prior tn resolving th£ protest
rP. 33.104 sh-all be rade by th.e HCA without pou-er of redelegation.
(f) Th.e respcn.'-ibilit;/ to report the action to GAD, required by FAR 33.104
(f) , is hereby del-jcated to the heads of contracting activities without pawor
of redelegaticn. The HCA shall prc/ide a ccpy of each report to the GAO to
CEiM at the tirne sent to th.e C?-D.
y NAv/ ;^Ja•:sIT:c^; ?£a.1--.TIC^:s su?FLf>'
r J?!MI?J^i 1356
V








(90) (a) Criteria fcr si±rMtiirc, docr.rTer.tirx; arx: procsssirc ccr.trictcr
clai.T.s.
(1) Scne ccr.tractcrs have s'v±ri.tted claijr^, pcrticr^ cf -tiich, -jpcr.
review are tcLsd to be exaccerated, Liflated, cr •>r~.surpcrtJ±le. CLair.s
scTTetires fail to differentiate befn«een factvial and ;ud-r:er.tal ^LSsertlcr^s asd
to surpcrt all assertions with specifically identified e-.'idence. Svxrh
sufarnissicn can delay and frustrate the Na*.-,'s claim re'.'iew analysis arid
evaluaticn. Thus, as seen as a clair, is recei'.td preliru^r-ary re'.'iew shculd be
conducted to deterru..-.e whether or net adec-uate docmentaticn exists to
cormence a full and caT^reher.sive ar-alysis. Acccrdmcly, it is necessairy to
take steps to proncte rcre readily re'/iev.-atle clai.T. suixvissicns by
establishinc recuirenents for the c/identiarv docvnentaticr. of claLrs and by
recuirinc responsible contractor officials to certif-/ the clair^ subru.tted
(see FAR '33. 207)
.
(2) The general criteria fcr infcrr.aticn required to support clam
settlement ir.cl'jde the existe.nce cf a lecal tesis fcr entitlement, facts
^•^ meeting the elements of proof req'uired to support the basis of entitlement,
*"iA^ arxi adecuate fact-ual s'uppcrt fcr the a-cunts claLmeri. The Na'.-y should require
a prcper claim subr^ssicn en the basis presided ir. th.e chuinces clause, r-amely,
a basis factually demcr.stratir.g doc-.r7ented scopes cf wcr.k correlated to
''^ provable instances or categories of gc.-emment liabilit*/. The Navy sh.culd, in
all cases, requi-re dercn.5tration of causal support and docjr:ertation cf
.-r quantum m as much specificity as the facts will permit.
*•'
(3) Claimants should be ad'/ised th.at all claLm assertion's must be
supported by specifically identified evide.nce (mcludin.g applicable historical
^•- and plan-.ec ccst and production data fron the ccntractcr's bocJcs and records)
,
\^ and that cpini.ons, ccrclusicns or judgmental assertions rx;t supported by such
evidence, or by a scurui and reasonable raticr.ale, v»t;ich is fully disc:ssed,
•.* are without orcbative value arjd ur.acceotable.
(4) An Lndividual SF 1411, Contract PricLng Proposal Ccver Sheet, shall
be submitted for each element of a contractor's claim at the time of th.e
initial claim, submission, for any material revision of the claim and prior to
the execution cf a settlement agreement on the claim. (See FAR 15.804-6 (b)
and Table 15-2, Ir^tructior.s for Submission of a Contract Pricing Proposal.)




(5) Sir-ce the ir.:rden cf procf cf a cl^ir. rests -^-iih the clai-T^rt, the
y.2:-,- sr.c-uld reject ar.y clzirrs •-'hich fail to neet arr/ cf the recu.irerer.ts set
fcrth IT. j3.-9C(a) (4), and ccr^ider returT.iric clai.T<: -hich suffer frar. t,he
defects r^ted ir. rjirp-sracraph (3) ahc.-e. P--.y re;ect_icr. shculd be acccrxarLied
ir/ ar. irdicaticr. tc the clair-ir.t cf the areas cr t^.-pes of deficiericies \.hich
res->±r--it such clairs ir. the prcper r^sner , ur.less it is arparer.t frar. the
(6) If, after res-.±russicr. cf ar. ir.itially rejected clair., and th-rcjgh
re.•le^.• ard e-.'al'jaticn thereof h-/ the N'a%-/, the partd.es are urable to agree
'jpcr. a settlener.t cf th.e clai.-., the N'a-.-/ should ret r^rrally er.tertai:". arx:;ther
clair res"-±r'U£sion . Ir.rtead the ccr.tract^'sc officer shc-d.d issue a fir3l
,
dscisicr. pursuant to Tr-P. 33.211 dett^rrur.!:^ to v,-hat extent, if asry , the clain
is acceptable and to vhat exte.nt it should be denied.
{") V%h?re ccntractcr actions cr inactions are liinely to result in a clain
cr to delay timely ard ec^Jitahle resclutic:! cf clair: issues, cr contract
pprfcrra-nces ray be i.-paired, higher le'.'el assista^xre will be prcrptly sought.
(S) r.-J? 33. res req-uires the Gc.'erment to pay interest en certain clairs.
v.>.en It is necessar;,' for th.e Contractir.g Officer to cbtain additional contract
funding in order to hcnxrr the Gc-.-erme.nt' s cbligaticn^ in as: interest bearing
sit'-ation, CB:-'. ir/ rressage. T^.e nessace shculd be sent priority precedence,
with copy tc th.e' appropriate S'lSCOt''. and ?ro:ect Office." Send a follou-up /T\
rnessace every 3C days until f'jrdir.g is prc-.'ided. l^.e S5IC for these messages •sL^
is ;;CT13C and th.e fcllc-ir.g subject shc-ld be used: Contract Settle-ent with









(iv) Date of contract settlement,
(v) Total amount of settlement (Shew the apprcprication. If more
than en appropriation, then apportion tJ-.e settlerent by
appropriation.),
(vi) Date of start of interest r^enalry,
(vii) p..mount of daily ir.terest (Shew the appropriation. If more t,h3m
one appropriation, then apportion the interest penalty by
appropriation.)
(vii) Additional furjds required.
(ix) AT.y arrplirs'ing information, and
(x) Name of ccntractmg officer/phone nurber.









PART 3 3 — CISPLTES A:^ APPEALS
£U3?AJ?r 33.90 — PHXZDLnES
33.90C0 Docr.zner.tatien of sicr.ificar.t contract events.
(a) Ge.-eral. Proper resclut:icr, cf ccr.tractor clai.T.s is depersde.'-.t upon
t-he adeq^jacy cf bct.h the available ccr.tractcr ard Gc/erme.'-.t Lnfcrr-aticn
ccr.cerr.ir.G the rele'.'a.^.t facts. Effective presentat:i.cn ani analysis cf a claini
requires the ccr.trcurtcr to reccr^truct events, actions, circirrstarvces and
ccrditicns that ray 'r'^\'Q ta>:en place Icnc since. This reccrstructicn prcxess
is ccrplicated by the irpact of ether past transactions and events that are
not cerrane to the isnies LT.'oived and roist be separated t.herefrcn. Adec-.^ate
docjnentaticn is t.he key to the Gc.'emrent ' s ability to '/erif\', qualify or
rerjte ratters -hich a cc.ntractcr presents m support of, or as the basis of,
the contractor's clain.
(b) Applicabilit-y. A record of significant e^/ents, in accordance with
C) /vll contracts m excess of S5,CC0,0C0; ard
/
<r) All ccntrcts, recardless cf dollar anoxnt, therein t,he officer in
charge cf the contract adrr^.niGtration office has deterrj..'ved a reasonable
possibility O-xists that a clai.- ray be asserted thereunder.
(c) ?i?cord cf significa.nt events. Field contract adpinistraticn offices
shall rai.ntain, en a conti.nuing basis (daily v.-hen necessary) , a record
narrative s-^rT-ariring significant events as tr.ey occur d'JLring t.he perforrance
cf each contract specified m paragraph (b) above. The record shall docunent
e'/ents as prescribed i.n paragraph (c) belcw with the t\-pe of mforration
described i.n paragraph (e) belou-. The record shall be supplemented by
photographs, references to key coc-r-ents, or ether infcrraticn as necessciry
anl appropriate, to assure a corplete and independent record of contractor
perforra-noc i.n th.e e\"e.nt of subsequent claur^.
(d) E-.-e-nts to be doc^nented. The signj.ficant events docjrnented shall
iro:lude, tut shall not be lir-.ited to, those ratters which have a bearLng upon
the follcwing areas:
(1) Delivery schedule changes or problers;
(2) Dra'-'i.ngs, design.s and specification utiich are arrbigucus, defective or
irpcssible of perforrance;
(3) Differences m interpretaticn of contract prc/isicns;-
(4) Delay and disruption of contractor effcrt;
(5) Cha,nges m nethod or seq-uence of work;




(5) Latje cr defecrtive Gc'en-ner.t f-jirr.ished prcperty cr L-ifcrTr.3ticr.;
(11) Ajr/ ether Gc-.-eiTmer.t acticr^ or ir-2crt.icns (excludL-Tg forral uritten
charjge orders) utiich have the effect cr req-jirirsg the ccr.tractor to perform
wcrh differer.t frcm t.*"^t prescribed by the origir^l terrrs of th.e contract.
(e) T-jpe of ir.fcrn-aticn. To the exter.t applicable, the following
ir.fcrraticn ccncerr.irig each e'.*er.t recorded shall be prc?vided:
(1) The nat-jre cind pertine-nt circLrrstances of the event;
(2) The date of th.e c.'ent and the iderxification of Gc^'crment and
ccr.tractcr per?cnr.ei irr/clvod, Lncluding rare and furction of the respecti\'e
incivid-j-als;
(3) Ider.tificaticn of any relevant document LT/clved;
{A) The s'jbstance of any oral ccrntrunicaticns ; and
(5) A statement ccnc^ming th.e possible consec-jences or effects of the
e-.-ent described upcn th.e ccntract cost, schedule, or techrJ-cal perforra,nce,
including rarj^.er or seq-uence of perfcrrrance.
(f) File raintenance. Th.e records ccnceming significant events shall be
kept in a separate folder cr folders for each ccntract ard identified as th^e
"significant events" file. These records vhich are already raintair>3d
separately as part of the ccntract file in accordance with F^JR Subpart 4.8
need rot be Lnclx'ded in the Significant Events file. Where pertinent
dcc-jrents needed to ccrplete the record are located elsewhere than in the
ccntract file, copies of such dccurents or cross-references thereto, shall be
Lncluded in the significant events file. All ncn-factual infcrrration (i.e.,
cpmicns and ccnclusicns sroressed b\' any representati%'e of the contract
adramstration office, as/d privilege, legal advice of counsel) ccnt=iir.ed in
the significant events file shall be rarked "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY."
r;A'.'Y /^jccjisiticn kzgl-j\tions supple:-s>,t
o
(7) Re-ecticn.s, n?-cr:<, wai'.-ers and de'.'iaticns; 4
(3) Planj^ed \'s. actual perfcrr£..'xrs .-ulestcres;
(9) Ce lav's in Gc.'erment acticns such as processing engineering change
proposals, consent to subccntracts and re'.'ies.' of tech-nical data; "*




TT Gr ;l ClaiTT^ repcrtir^, review, ar^ apprc/al requirenents
(a) Clairs repcrt^. Field act-ivi ties s^3ll imediately report receipt of
ail clai.-^ tc the cocr.-rar.t s^/star^s ccrrar.d. S'/sterrs ccnrajxis shall reccrt
*v- c ^ au"3 * ri ex-cesj cf SI rTnlli.cT*. C3M no later thar. cr.e wieek
:'c11cv.-:j~.c receipt cf the claim frcn the ccr.t-ractor. Clam reports will be m
t.\e fc? Icu'irx; fcirr^t:
(1) Ccr.tractcr ' s .-.ane.
(2) Ccr.tract r/.^ber; description of supplies or ser/ices; contract price
cr estirated tct^al cost.
(3) Date vTitten claim rccei'.*ed.
(4) nncjL^t of clai.-. (e.g., breaXdc^.Ti of cuantxm for claimed hardcore,
delay, disruption, etc.)
15) Alleced basis of clair'. (e.g., various constructive charqes,
suspensions, late and defective GTI/GTE, etc.)
(6) Participating activities cr agercies (e.g., NA^TPO, SUPSHIP, DCAS,
CSAF, etc.) .
(7) ii.ssessrent cf validity cf claLTi v.here possible.
(8) Current status.
(9) Prc/isicnal pa'^rrent.
(10) Plar-ned harxiling and disposition of claim.
Petcrts shall not be delaved to obtain inforrration elenents (9) or (10) .
NAVY ACQUISITION REGL'LATiaJS SUPPLE>^ENT




(b) Repcrt to Ccr.gress
u; The heads of ccntractir.g activities will report to the Congress,
prior to pa-^Ter.t, on the validity of clairs settlcrnents over 55 million vvhen
arry funds appropriated 'wLnder Section 747 of the Departrnent of IDefense
i^pprccriaticr-s Act of 1977 (P.L. 94-419) or Section 943 of the Departrent of
Defense Apprcpriaticns Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-111) are obligated in proposed
settlement.
(2) Tc assist in i.Tplementation of this requireirent , the follot/ing points
are hJ.cnlighted:
(i) The tern "clain" as used in the report to Contress applies to a wide
range of ccntract'jal actions including, for instar.ce, requests for equitable
ad":ustjr»ent suhrratted by ccntract.ors as a result of unilateral change orders
issued b*/ t.he GcverrrTent pursuant to th.e "Changes" clause.
(ii) Prc\*isicnal price irxrreases or provisional payments against
contractor clairs are sun^ect to this reporting requirement.
(iii) T^.e S5,CC0,0C0 thjrcshcld refers to the proposed settlement amount ^nd
ret to t.he clair. value as subritted by contractors.
(iv) The report shculd be r^.de to the Congress when settlement agreanent
has been reached. Thus, final negotiations with contractors should be
prefaced t,h3t any offers rade b-y th.e Navy are subject co the above requireirent
of r^<.ir.q a report to the Congress before they can be accepted with any
lo^al effect.
(v) Th.o report fcrrat;, erx-lcsed with the ASD(ISlL) nemoraL-jiuiTi of 25 Jan
1977 -ay tc used for ccrplying with this requirement. In addition to a copy
of each report being fcr^-arded to CASD (Corptroller) , a copy of each report
will also be f-irr.ished to AS:: (S&L) and CEM.
(2) Repcrt Control S\Trbol CO I&L (A?.) 1449 is assigned for tJiis
reoiirement-
(c) Clai-3 review and a^prrval. All proposed claim settlements will be
re'/ie-.ed ard accrc/ed in acccrdar.ce with th.e criteria as shewn in Table 33-91.





:LE 33-91 - FZ-.ir.-." A.\-D .aPPFCAL CPJTEIF^^
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,90-5
irc'^nt. cf Clair. Set.*^erer.
Less th-^in business clearance Cor.tracr.ir.g
dollar \3lue of ccr.tractir.g Act-ivity





value or higher but net
more than $10 rJ.llion
Navy Claire Scaxd Ca^
iVore than $10 rillion Nav/ Clairr^ 3crird CSM (with .\S:.' (Sil.)
ccr^jrrence)
D
(1) Navy Clairs Beard. Navy Claire t.-^^iri r«rbers shall cnnsist cf
procurement executives designated by y^^\7\l?., ^'J%\'SZr\, arxi £?A-\7J^ Zystcrrs Corrrands,
ard the Deputy Qiief of Staff for Installaticni> and Lccistics, Heac-ruarters
,
U.S. y^rine Corps, and shall be chaired )y/ CE2-\ cr his r;esicr^tcd representative.
Th.e Assistar.t Ceneral Ccunsel shall be t-he Nav-/ Cla.^~5 Board Le^al Advisnr.
li) The Naw Clai.T3 Beard is an adviser/ board to A.:^"' (SiL) . In general,
the N3W Glairs Beard vill re%'iew ccntractcr clai.T.s in acccda-nce wit.h t.he
claLT5 c^.ollar threshold criteria sho<.Ti m Table 33-91. i:a:y v."^ai.T5 Board
review will not be rec'uired in cases en whj.ch suc.h rc/iew hjs be-^n waived by
CEM.
(ii) For ecch fin^l decision of th.e contracting officer denying in v-hole
or in part a.ny c'aim requiring revie-r by the y.a\y Clai.Ts Beard, as prescribed
in the subparagraph (i) irrediately abc".-e, t.he prcpcsed decision sh-all be
subject to appro/al >/ the Chairperson, ^;a'.'y Claire Bc-iXrd. At the option of a
contracting activity a-
of the ccntracti.nc o:::
clai.-:^ or protcsod c.ai.-. so* .rjl dec isicr
belv>/ .e activitv's clai-r:s collar trjreshold shcun
in Table 33-91 r-ay be yjhivitted to the ::avy Clairs Eoard for revicv cr ad".*ice.
If a crcccsed sottlerent i^Jbelcw the activitv's clairs dollar th.res.hcld, th.e
herd of t.he contract:.ng ac
a crcrcred decision
a.-rcunt c: the c
obtain clearance
ty is authorized to apprc/e such settltnenr
holc-rf t:.'> activity's c la 1.-3 dcl?ar t-hrcs.hcld but the
:3Ctcr's claLn oxcc-cds such thrcs.-.cld, th.e i-iC^ r'jst first
rcr. t.he Chai.-cier.cn, ^:a".•'/ Clairs Beard before is5ua--.ce of the
decision. This HCA aut,hcrity .-ay no* he delc-gatod to any crucial bolcw the
level of Deputy or A3sista.nt Ccrrarder for Contracts cr Dir>>ctor of Contract:
Office or Directorate cr th.eir decut".
>




(2) ?£C"-dre-Hr.ts for lecal menorandun. T^.e supporting dcojrnent^ticr. "r.-Jh
rercect to cla:_T. actions suiiritted to the clair^ board will irx:lude a lercjx
renorard-jr.. As a rrjj^i.Turn the req'aired lecal nencrcLTjdar. shoald:
(i) Araiyze the apclicabilitv* ard adeq'viacy of the ccntractor's legal
theory or theories of Goverment liability;
(4) CcTT-JLtmr.t ar^ clecirar.ce. If r£:.' (Sil) or CE2\ ve'/icw is rec'.Lired, r.o
settlcner.t ccrrjitner.t or fir-3l decision shall be rade pvicr to receipt of
apprc-.'al by the official shcur. in Tabic 33-51. When a proposed settlerrent
e.xccc'ds t*~e contracting acti"ity's cleariunce dollar thjresh/old, apprc/al of th^
settlencnt as shou-n in Table 33-91 sh-all constitute Cr.^ business clearance.
(i) A legal detcrr^r-iticn that the contractor is entitled to corpe.nsaticn
.
(li) £'jfficier.t tochj'ical. a^j.rj.strative, and audit a.--3lyses to perr.it
such legal deterr-ir-atic.n; ini
(ill) A deterr-inaticn by the ccntrictirc officer vith respect to the a-cunt
of corpcnsaticn frr vhich th.crc is entitltrvnt and t-hat t.he nncunt o:
ultiTiate entitlcrcr.t to c3-re-nsaticn vill eq-ual or exceed the a.Tcu.nt
of t.he rrc".'isicr.al rrire morc^re or trc*.'iricnal na\Tv;nt.
*IA'.~. /-.^ ,'w .S . . . . *• ; r«.-v1 ATTC *•? S'-TP.—T^T.'
o ?
ii^
(ii) Ar^l%'7e and eval'uate the presence anxi adequacy of c-.'identiar*/ facts
satisf'yLng the elenents of proof req-uired by such legal theory or ^ r
theories; .'
(iii) An^l>Te the applicability and adequacy of a:-.y affirmative defer.S'a th£
Gc/emnent nay have to ti-.e ccntjractor's clain'., e.g., accord and -j*
satisfaction, failure cf coiisideration, fraud, release, laches, ^ j^^'
statute cf liru-taticns; and r \
(iv) A-nalv-^e and e\'aluate the presence of amy ccunterclairs the Gcrverment
ray h.ave against t-he contractor.
(3) >^'.7 Clai-s Board Chairperson, The Sa'.y ClaiT's Board ch.airperscn
sh-all brief the AS^>(SiL) on proposed contractor claim settlenento or f '
contracting officer's decisions u-hic.h are c/er SICM. Prior to such briefing,
the Saw ClaiTs Board sh^all review the prcpcsod action to ass^ire that it is
fact'.^lly ssi± contractually suppcrtcd. The Chjirperscn, >Ca\-i Clax.T.s Board,
s.*"all prepare a decision paper en proposed clair^s scttlenents or fir,al
decisions cf the ccntractma officer for arcrc.'al or disacrjrcr.'al bv ASN (SiL) .
4^
\
'5) Prc/isior^l inrrcaces in contract pri::es. Frirary erxxhasis should
continue to be given to achie".'inc pro-pt settlcnent of clairr:3, thereby .-^^
cbviatir/g no*^ for prtr.'isicr-il price increases cr pa'^-nents. Prc*.'isior.al price
increases cr prc.'isicnal pa'.Tonts aga'-nst contractor clair^ ray be rade vhon

























(6) Unless cther-'ise authcrired by C2M, --tier, a prc/isicr-al pav-rent, •;
eith.er irdivid-^ially or cjrrjlati-'-'ely acainst a sir.gle claim, reets the
^
threshold recuirerer.ts set forth in Table 33-91, a '.^ittan justification shall ^.•
be suixutted for apprc%'al. The justification sr^ll cover (1) the require-er.ts ^;!
of the claim (ii) the pro3ectftd date of setzlenent of the claim, aj-d (iii) ^.*
other pertirer.t information, ir.cludir.'g cements as to vrether the contractor
'v
has reasorahly satisfied all req'-ests for documentary and analytical support s"'
of the claimed amount. f
(d) Final claim reports. After a claim is fLnally settled or disposed of
by final contracting officer's decision, the contracting activity, wtiich
sulritted the Lnitial claim report, shall submat to CS»M a final report
containing the settler.ent amount ard factual conclusions supporting settlerent
or contracting officer's decision, as applicable. CcriTents with respect to
lessons learned and corrective actions taken or to be taken to preclude or to
minimize the recurrence of the circur-^tances leading to the claim will be
ircluded in the final claim report.
(e) Lmplementation
(1) Contracting activities shall gi\-e wide disseriration to, and
implement, th.ese policies and proced'ures, Lncluding establishnpnt of the
Appropriate delineation of authorities withm each activity.
(2) These policies shall apply to all pending and future contractor
claims.
(3) Perscns and beards req'jired to re-ziew the proposed dispositions of
contractor clai'-s slall ass'JLre that these policies were follo^«.txi in the








(a) Ger-eral. TT.e Office of the Ger^ral Ccur^el (OGC) has sole litigation Ir
authcrits' for all appeals urder Naw contracts to the ^£BCA. Because of the V
frecTjer.t carplexif/ of these cases, the OGC aj^-d the ccntracring activivT/
irr/clved shculd raL'-.tain the ccntir.uity of any Naw claan team which ziight hav^; ^
i.T/estiqated arid evaluated th.e contractx^r' s claim s'jix-^ssion. Such teams p-
shculd continue to fiJLnction in an assisting capacity under the leadership of
t.he OGC Trial Attorney assigned to handle the appeal. '.
(b) Contracting officer decisions. Copies of all executed contracting
officer decisions shall be forwarded, at ti-T^ of issuance, for appropriate ;.
action, to the Litigation Division of the OGC. ' r;
(c) Contractor notices of appeal. Vshen a notice of appeal in ciny form is 'If -^
received by t.he contracting activity the contracting: officer is required by
R'ule 3 of A£3CA Rules (DFAPS, Appendi-x A) to fcr-ard it to the AS3CA. This
shculd be dene by contracting activity ccunsel on beh-alf of the contracting
officer, with a copy to th.e Litigation Division.
(d) Doojnentati.on rcxruircments. The Litigation Division shall be
furnished four (4) sets of th.e documents pertinent to the appeal required by
Fl:le 4 of th.e ;-£5CA Pules. Th.e ccntractmg officer shall a.7-pile these
iocjments pro-ptly with th.e advice and assistance of contracting activity
rcunsel. These Rule 4 documents, vhich at a nini.-mji should include all of the
jocTTonts relied upon by the crntracti.ng officer in roachi.ng a final decision,
shculd be arranged in an orderly fashion (preferably m ch^cnological order)
,
i.ndexod, numbered arcl tab'oed. All paces s.hculu oe clear and legible. If
iiditicr.al documrntaticn is cecred to be nocessar,' the Litigation Division
shall r.aJ«:e th.e request for such documentation and if it is available, the
rcrtractmg officer shall f'umish said doc-: lentation with the assistance of
r'-ntractinq activity counsel. Rule 4 rcq'uircs that th.e documents be filed
»ith:n 30 days after receipt of the nx:tice of arpt*al. If more time is reeded /.
th.fc Litigation Division shall be ad\*iEed so that it r.ay request an c-Ttensicn of
time fron the AS5CA. Fuch e.xtensicr.s shall be requested cnj.y vhen necessary
ard .-.ct as a ratter of ccurse. In field contracting offices .net having assigr.ed '.'
rcinsel , th.e Litigaticn Division will --ork directly with th.e contractinc; f
officer m obtainu.ng the Rule 4 documents. I'pcn receipt of the Rule 4 docnents, *•
th.e Litigation Division will assune th.e rospcnsibilif/ for tran-sru.tting a ocpy f.
tc th.e heard a.nd for r»:-?ti.ng th.e additicnal recruircnents of Rule 4 with reference V
to the atrtjcllar.t. •'
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(e) Litigaticn report, requirerer.t:. With the corpilaticn of Rule 4 ^
doc-jne.-.ts, a ca:preh.er^i%'e liticaticn reccrt shall be fcr^-arded to the t
Liticaticn Divisicr.. At a r-j.r.i.Tu-. , the reccrt should u'.clude: A
(1) A detailed r.arrative stata-ent of facti,, preferably in chrcr.clc»5ical
secue.'xe, ar^d with a topical secrecat-icr. -hen appropriate, with references to I
attached supporting dccjrents of expected testirrcny. If such a statenent was e
previously s-ubnitted pursuant to paragraph (d) abov'e, it need not be subrdtted t
a second tirne, but should be s'uppletrented or revised if additional information /
becomes available in the interm.
^
V
(2) An aralysis ar:d evaluation (classified as attorney-client privileged a
L-.fcrraticn) of the factual a:ad legal positions of both sides (including ^
affirmative defenses and counterclcujns available to the Goverment) , the f
available evidence, and the expertise as-tii effectiveness of prospective 1.
witr.esses.
(2) The adviscry report, if any, of th.e Fevie'-r Board or Panel. .t
i(f) Tear, cocporr.tucn. Contracting activities sb.all cooperate with th.e
Litigation Division m comection with the conduct of an appeal. Arrargenents **
for staff assistance and support in th.e developrnrnt of the appeals case shall 1
be effected by agretjrcnt arcng trial attorney, contracting activity counsel and
the ccrtractmg officer. J,
(g) .'^'attcrs for clearar.ce with the contracting officer. The Litigation |.
Division IS charced with the responsibility for defer.cmg the Navy's case -t
before the A£5CA as contair.ed in the contracting officer's final decision. \^
If, d'urir.g th.e processing of an appeal, the Litigation Division Trial Attorney -^
considers th.at ar.y aspc-ct of th.e Na-.-y's case, as set fortn Ln th.e final ',*
decision, should be abariio:-.ed or substantially nodLified, the Litigation •*
Division Trial Attom.ey shall cbt.iin the concurrence of t!-.e contracting *
cfficer b*?fcre entering into any stipulation, consent, or other action or y-
disTXsiticn with resoect to such issue in the aooeals deliberations. 'i
V
(h) Sottlenent negotiations -tiile appeal is perjding before th.e A£5CA. v
Th£ ccrxiuct of settlcnent rjcgotiations Ln comection with any per.ding appeal
^
should generally be acco-plishod by selected team consisting of the trial fc-
attorney arid representatives of th.e contracting officer (includir.g ccntractujvg \^
activity technical personnel, counsel, negotiator, and auditor if necessary)
.
-^
ether arrangCTients ray be r^LCe in specific cases as appropriate. Hcvever, no 1<
final settlement agreement will be rade without th.e written apprc.'al of the
^
ccntractir.g officer. Vshen a settlenent is rade, a memcrx'-duTi shall be prepared
by the negotiating team (and signed by all team nrrrbers) stating th.e basis arid \
reasons th.erefor. The settlement agreement shall be d.rafted by th.e ccntractir.g '.-]
activity ar.d trial attom.ey. The trial attorr^^y sh^ll file any legal papers ')
required to be filed with th.e ASECA to effect disposition of the case by mutual <







(i) Appeals case rerarsded tX5 Na'-y for quantum determination. In some
:ar.C8S, the ?£=Cn vill deterr-ine that the contractor is entitled to t
sr.saticn with respect to one or rrcre issues addressed in the contracting [.
.cer's decision. The AS9CA iray then direct that the Navy re-assure
xrr^ibility c£ the clairs case for purposes of quantjm deterrriinaticn. In
such cases, the contracting officer shall arrar-.ge for a negotiating tean
« established to reach i-rutual agreement ^vlth th.e contractor -^d-th respect 1
;uch issue (s). Since the case no longer is cor.sidered a pending appeal, I
atrcmey for the negotiating tea-T. shall be appointed by the appropriate *' ;
racting activity counsel. No final settleirent agreenent shall be made •;
.cut the apprcn,'al of the contracting officer. [
(j) Navy ClaiT^ Board revie"<.-s. Negotiated settlenents of app<^als, pending ^
ire the AS3CA, as v^ll as negotiated settlenents of appeal issues uhich
''
E
I been reranded to the Na\'y for quantun detenrinaticn, will be subject to
ew ard approv'al in accordance with the claiir^ dollar threshold critoria
rn in Table 33-91.
(k) Contract ncdification. Whene\-er contract modification arxi other >"
ract docur-ents are required to i-plenent a settlerent of AS3CA or f
Hate court decision, they should reference the AS2CA prccec-.Iings by title
docket nurrber. C
o
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ARMED SERVICES BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS
Appfvved I May 1 962
Rtvued I May 1969
Revised I September 1973
Revised I July 1979
r
Part 1—Charter r
1. There is created the Armed Services Beard of Contract Appeals uhich
is herrby designated as the authonzed represenutive cf the Secretar, of Defense,
the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of the Air
Force, in hearing, considering and determining appeals by contractors from
decisions of contracting officers or their authorized representatives or other
authorities on disputed questions. Tliese appeals may be taken (a) pursuant to
the Contracc Disputes Act of 1973 (41 U.S.C. Sect. 601, et
seq.), (b) pursuant to the provisions of contracts requiring
the decision by the Secretary of Defense or by a Secretary
of a Military Department or their duly authorized represent-
ative or board, or (c) pursuant to the provisions of any
directive whereby the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary
of a Military Department has granted a right of appeal not
contained in the contract on any natter coiisistent with the
contract appeals procedure. The Board may determine con-
tract disputes for other departments and agencies by agree-
tnent. The Board shall operate under general policies
established or approved by the Under Secretary cf Defense
(Research and Engineering).
2. Membership of the Board shall consist of attorneys
at law who have been qualified in the manner prescribed by
the Contract Disputes Act cf 1973. Members of the Board
are hereby designated Administrative Judges. There shall
be appointed from riembers of the Board a chairman and two
or more vice-chairmen. Appointment of the chairman and
vice-chairmen and other members of the Board shall be made
by the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineer-
ing) and the Assistant Secretaries of rhe Military Depart-
ments responsible for procurocent . The chalrrr.an and vice-
chairmen shall serve in that capacity for a two-year terra
unless sooner removed or re.i. pointed for an additional
term or terms. The Under Secretary will also designate
v-!^
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unless ic otherwise desires, to communicate with more than
one trial attorney in each of the departments or agencies
concerning rhe preparation and presentation of appeals and
the obtaining of all records deemed by the Board to be
pertinent thereto.
6. Any member of the Board or any examiner, desig-
nated by the chairman, shall be authorized to hold hear-
ings, examine witnesses, and receive evidence and argument
for consideration and determination of the appeal by the
designated division. A member of the Board shall have
authority to administer oaths and issue subpoenas as
specified in Section 11 of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978. The chairman may request orders of the court in
cases of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena in the
manner prescribed in that Section.
7. The Chairman shall be responsible for the in-
ternal organization of the Board and for its administra-
tion. He shall provide within approved ceilings for the
staffing of the Board with non-member personnel, including
hearing examiners, as may be required for the performance
of the functions of the Beard. The chairman shall appoint
a recorder of the Board. Such personnel shall be responsi-
ble to and shall function under the direction, supervision
and control of the chairman.
8. The Board will be serviced by the Department of
the Army for administrative support for its operations as
required. Administrative support will include budgeting,
funding, fiscal control, manpower control and utilization,
personnel administration, security administration, supplies,
and other administrative services. The Departments of the
Array, Navy, Air Force and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense will participate in financing the Board's opera-
tions en an equal basis and to the extent determined by
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). The
cost of processing appeals for departments and agencies
other than those in the Department of Defense will be re-
imbursed.
9. The chairman of the Board will furnish the Secre-
tary of Defense and to the Secretaries of the Military
Departments by October 31 of each year a report containing
an account of the Board's transactions and proceedings for
ARMED SKRMCLS PROCLaEMENT KECLLATIO.N
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the preceding fiscal year. Wichin 30 days following the
close of a calendar quarter, the chairman shall forward a
report of the Board's proceedings for the quarter to the
Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)
,
the Assistant Secretaries of the Military Departments
responsible for procurement, and to the Director of the
Defense Logistics Agency. Such reports shall disclose
the number of appeals received, cases heard, opinions
rendered, current reserve of pending matters, and such
other information as may be required.
10. The Board shall have a seal bearing the follow-
ing inscription: "Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals." This seal shall be affixed to all authentica-
tions of copies of records and to such other instruments
as the Board may determine.
11. This revised charter is effective April 21, 1980.
APPROVED:
.. GRAHA>1 CLAYTOR, JR.
Deputy Setreiary of Defenje
CLIFFORD L. ALEXANDER, JR.
Secretary of the Army
E. HIDALCO
Secretary of the Navy
HANS M. MARK
Secretary of the Air Forte
K V
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PREFACE
I. JURISDICTION FOR CONSIDERING APPEALS
The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (referred
to herein as the Board) shall consider and determine appeals
from decisions of contracting officers pursuant to the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-563, 41 U.S.C. 601-
613) relating to contracts made by (i) the Departments of
Defense, Army, Navy and Air Force or (ii) any other executive
agency when such agency or the Administrator for Federal Pro-








II. LOCATION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD
(a) The Board's address is Hoffman Building //2,
?00 Stovall Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22332, telephone
(202) 325-9070.
(b) The Board consists of a chairman, two or more vice
chairmen, and other members, all of whom are attorneys at law
duly licensed by a state, commonwealth, territory, or the
District of Columbia. Board members are designated Adminis-
trative Judges.
(c) There are a number of divisionr. of the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals, established by the Chair-
man of the Board in such manner as to provide for the most
effective and expeditious handling of appeals. The Chairman
and a Vice Chairman of the Board act as memberi; of each
division. Appeals are assigned to the divisiors for decision
without regard to the military department or other procuring
agency wnich entered into the contract involved. Hearing may
be held by a designated member (Administrative Judge), or by
a duly authorized examiner. Except fcr appeals processed
under the expedited or accelerated procedure, the decision of
a majority of a division constitutes the decision of the
Board, unless the chairman refers the appeal to the Board's
Senior Deciding Group (consisting of tl'e chairman, vice chair-
men and all division heads), in which event a decision of a
majority of that group constitutes the decision of the Board.
••^
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Appeals referred to the Senior Deciding Group are chose of un-
usual difficulty, significant precedential iriportance, or
serious dispute within the normal division decision process.
For decisions of appeals processed under the expedited or
accelerated procedure, see Rules 12.2(c) and 12.3(b).
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES
1. Appeals, How Taken
(a) Notice of an appeal shall be in writing and
mailed or otherwise furnished to the Board within 90 days
from the date of receipt of a contracting officer's decision.
A copy thereof shall be furnished to the contracting officer
from whose decision the appeal is taken.
(b) Where the contractor has submitted a claim of
$50,000 or less to the contracting officer and has requested
a written decision within 60 days from receipt of the request,
and the contracting officer has not done so, the contracto-
may file a notice of appeal as provided in subparagraph (a)
above, citing the failure of the contracting officer to issue
a decision.
(c) Where the contractor has submitted a properly
certified claim over $30,000 to the contracting officer or
has requested a decision by the contracting officer which
presently involves no monetary amount pursuant to the Disputes
clause, and the contracting officer has failed to issue a de-
cision within a reasonable time, taking into acccunt such
factors as the size and compliaxity of the claim, the contractor
may file a notice of appeal as provided in subparagraph (a)
above, citing the failure of the contracting officer to issue
a decision.
(d) Upon docketing of appeals filed pursuant to (b)
or (c) hereof, the Board may, at its option, stay further pro-
ceed''ngs pending issuance of a final decision by the contract-
ing officer within such period of time as is determined by Ihe
Board.
(e) In lieu of filing a notice ot appeal under (b)
or (c) hereof, the contractor may request the Board to direct
the contracting officer to issue a decision in a specified
period of time, as determined by the Board, in the event of
undue delay on the part of the contracting officer.
C
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2. Notice of Appeal, Concents of
A notice of appeal should indicate that an appeal is
being taken and should identify the contract (by number) , the
department and/or agency Involved in the dispute, the decision
from which the appeal is taken, and the amount in dispute, if
known. The notice of appeal should be signed personally by
the appellant (the contractor taking the appeal), or by the
appellant's duly authorized representative or attorney. The
complaint referred to in Rule 6 ray be filed with the notice
of appeal, or the appellant may designate the notice of appeal
as a complaint, if it otherwise fulfills the requirements of
a complaint.
3. Docketing of Appeals
Uhen a notice of appeal in any form has been re-
ceived by the Board, it shall be docketed promptly. Notice
in writing shall be given to the appellant with a copy of
these rules, and to the contracting officer.
4. Preparation, Content, Orssnizatlon, Forwarding, and
Status of Appeal File
(a) Duties of Contracting Officer - Within 30 days
of receipt of an appeal, or notice chat an appeal has been
filed, Che concracting officer shi.ll assemble and transmit Co
the Board an appeal file consisting of all documents pertinent
to Che appeal, including:
J
(1) the decision from which Che appeal is
taken;
^
. (2) Che concract, including pertinent specifl-
* cations, amendments, plans and drawings;
". (3) all correspondence between the parties
«f relevant to the appeal, including the letter or letters of
claim in response to which the decision was ls£;ued;
(4) transcripts of any testimony taken during
Che course of proceedings, and affidavics or stacemencs of
any witnesses on Che macter in dispuce made prior Co the
N filing of the notice of appeal with Che Board; and
s
^
(5) any addicional information considered
relevant to the appeal.
c




^ n -^ 'm
.
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Within :he same tinie above specified the contracting officer
shall furnish the appellant a copy of each docur:e-at he trans-
mits to the Board, except those in subparagraph (a)(2) above.
As to the latter, a list furnished appellant indicating
specific contractual documents transmitted will suffice.
(b) Duties of the Appellant - Within 30 days after
receipt of a copy of the appeal file assembled by the con-
tracting officer, the appellant shall transmit to the Board
any documents not contained therein which he considers rele-
vant to the appeal, and furnish two copies of such documents
to the government trial attorney.
/^ a
•j»
(c) Orgimization of Appeal File - Documents in the
appeal file may ba originals or legible facsimiles or authen-
ticated copies, and shall be arranged in chronological order
where practicable, numbered sequentially, tabbed, and indexed
to identify the contents of the file.
(d) Lengthy Documents - Upon request by either
party, the Board may waive the requirement to furnish to the
other party copies of bulky, lengthy, or out-of-size docu-
ments in the appeal file when inclusion would be burdensome.
At the time a party files with the Board a document as to
which such a waiver has been granted he shall notify the
other party that the document or a copy is available for in-
spection at the offices of the Board or of the party filing
same.
(e) Status of Docicnents in Appeal File - Documents
contained in the appeal file are considered, without further
action by the parties, as part of the record upon which the
Board will render its decision. However, a party may object,
for reasons stated, to consideration cf a particular document
or documents reasonably in advance of hearing or, if there is
no hearing, of settling the record. If such objection is
made, the Board shall remove the document or documents from
the appeal file and permit the ^arty offering the document to
move its admission as evidence in accordance with Rules 13
and 20.
(f) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the filing of
the Rule A(a) and (b) documents may be dispensed with by the
Board either upon request of the appellant in his notice of
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5, Motions
(a) Any moCion addressed to the jurisdiction of the
Board r.iall be promptly filed. Hearing on the
motion shall
be afforded on application of either party.
However, the
Board may defer its decision on the motion pending
hearing
on both the merits and the motion. The Board
shall have the
right at any time and on its own initiative to
raise the
issue of its jurisdiction to proceed with a particular case,
and shall do so by an appropriate order, affording
the parties
an opportunity to be heard thereon.
(b) The Board may entertain and rule upon other
appropriate motions.
6. Pleadings
(a) Appellant - Within 30 days after receipt of
notire of docketing of the appeal, the appellant
shall file
with the Board an original and two copies of a
complaint
setting forth simple, concise and direct statements
of each
of its claims. Appellant shall also set
forth the basis,
with appropriate reference to contract provisions,
of each
claim and the dollar amount claimed, to the
extent known.
This pleading shall fulfill the generally
recognized require-
ments of a complaint, although no particular
orm is required.
Upon receipt of the complaint, the Board shall
serve a copy
of it upon the Government. Should the
complaint not be re-
ceived within 30 days, appellant's claim and
appeal may, if
in the opinion of the Board the issues before
the Board are
sufficiently defined, be deemed to set forth its
complaint
and the Government shall be so notified.
(b) Coverrvr.ent - Within 30 days from receipt
of the
complaint, or the aforesaid notice from the Board,
the Govern-
ment shall prepare and file with the Board an or
ginal and
two copies of an answer thereto. The answer
shall set forth
sLmple! concise and direct statements of Government J
<^«^-^^"
to each claim asserted by appellant. Including
any affirmative
defenses available. Upon receipt of Che answer. Che
Board
shall serve a copy upon appellant. Should the
answer not be
received within 30 days, the Board may, in its
discretion
enter a general denial on behalf of the Government,
and the
appellant shall be so notified.
ARMED SERVICES rROCLREMLM REGILATION
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(c) A party who intends to raise an issue concerning
the law of a foreign country shall give notice in his plead-
ings or other reasonable vritten notice. The Board, in deter-
mining foreign law, may consider any relevant material or
source, including testimony, whether or not submitted by a
party or admissible under Rules 11, 13 or 2G. The determina-
tion of foreign law shall be treated as a ruling on a question
of law.
7. Amendments of Pleadings or Record
The Board upon its own initiative or upon application
by a party may order a '^arty to make a mere definite state-
ment of: the complaint or answer, or to reply to an answer.
The Board may, in its discretion, and within the proper scope
of the appeal, permit either party to amend its pleading upon
conditions fair to both parties. When issues within the
proper scope of the appeal, but not raised by the pleadings,
are tried by e:<press or implied consent of the parties, or
by permission of the Board, they shall be treated in all
respects as if they had been raised therein. In such in-
stances, motions to amend the pleadings to conform to the
proof may be entered, but are not required. If evidence is
objected to at a hearing on the ground that it is not within
the issues raised by the pleadings, it may be admitted within
the proper scope of the appeal, provided, however, that the
objecting party may be granted a continuance if necessary to
enable it to meet such evidence.
8. Hearing Election
After filing of the Government's answer or notice
from the Board that it has entered a general denial on behalf
of the Gcver'-iment , each party shall advise whether it desires
a hearing as prescribed in Rules 17 through 25, or whether it
elects to submit its case on the record without a hearing, a:;
prescribed in Rule 11.
9. Prehearing Briefs
Based on an exar.ination of the pleadings, and its
determination of whether Che arguments and authorities ad-
dressed Co the issues .ire adequately set forth therein, the
Board nay, in its discretion, require the parties to submit
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elected pursuant tc Rule 3. If the Board dees not require
prehearing briefs either party ziay , in its discretion and
upon appropriate and sufficient notice to the other party,
furnish a prehearing brief to Che Board. In any case vhere
a prehearing brief is submitted, it shall be furnished so as
to be received by the Board at least 15 days prior to the
date set for hearing, and a copy shall simultaneously be fur-
nished to the other party as previously arranged.
10. Prehearing or Presubnission Conference
C
(a) Whether the case is to be submitted pursuant j
Co Rule 11, or heard pursuant to Rules 17 through 25, the
Board may upon itr own initiative, or upon the application
of either party, arrange a telephone conference or call upon
the parties Co appear before an adninistrative judge or exam-
iner of Che Board for a conference Co consider:
(1) simplif icacion, clarification, or severing I
of the issues;
(2) Che possibility of obtaining stipulations, I
admissions, agre./ments and rulings on admissibility of docu-
ments, understandings on matters already of record, or similar
agreements Chac will avoid unnecessary prcof;
(3) agreemenCs and rulings Co faciliCaCe dis- ]
covery; '
(4) limicacion of the number of expert wit- |
nesses, or avoidance of similar cumulative evidence;
(5) Che possibility of agreement disposing of I
any or all of the issues in dispute; and
(6) such other maCCers as tray aid in Che dis- |
posicion of che appeal.
(b) The administraCive Judge or examiner of Che
Board shall make such rulings and orders as may be appropriace
Co aid in che disposlcion of Che appeal. The result:; of pre-
Crial conferences. Including any rulings and orders, shall be
reduced Co writing by the adrainiscracive judge or examiner
and chis writing shall thereafter constitute a part of the
record
.
11. Submission Without a Hearlnv'
Eicher party may elect to waive a hearing and Co sub-
mit Its ca«;e upon the record before the Board, as settled pur- I
suanC to Rule 13. Submission of a case without hearing does
AR.MEO SERVICES PROCt REME.NT REGL I.ATION
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noc relieve Che p.ircies frora the necessity cf proving the
facts supporting their allegations or defenses. Affidavits,
depositions, adriissions , ansvers to Interrogatories, and
stipulations may be employed to supplenent other docunentary
evidence in the Board record. The Board may permit such sub-
missions to be supplemented by oral argun:ent (transcribed if
requested), and by briefs arranged in accordance with Rule 23.
12. Optional SM.ALL CLAIMS (EXPEDITED) and ACCELERATED
Procedures
These procedures are available solely at the election
of the appellant .
12.1 Elections to Utilize SMALL CLAIMS (EXPEDITED) and
ACCELERATED Procedures
(a) In appeals v-here the amount in dispute is
$10,000 or less, the appellant may elect to have the appeal
processed under a SMALL CLAIMS (EXPEDITED) procedure requir-
ing decision of the appeal, whenever possible, within 120 days
after the Board receives written notice of the appellant's
election to utilize this procedure. The details of this pro-
cedure appear in section 12.2 of this Rule. An appellant may
elect the ACCELERATED procedure rather than the SM.ALL CLAIMS
(EXPEDITED) procedure for any appeal eligible for the SMALL
CLAIMS (EXPEDITED) procedure.
(b) In appeals where the amount in dispute is
$50,000 or less, the appellant may elect to have the appeal
processed under an ACCELEPvATED procedure requiring decision
of the appeal, whenever possible, within 180 days after the
Board receives written notice of the appellant's election to
utilize this procedure. The d.^rp^l-i. of this procedure appear
in section 12.3 of this Rule.
(c) The appellant's election of either the SMALL
CLAIMS (E:<PEDITED} proi. .-jure or the ACCELERATED procedure may
be made by written notice within 60 days after receipt of
notice of docketing, unless such period is extended by the
Board for gooc* cause. The election may not be withdra-wn ex-
cept with permission of the Board and for good cause.
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12. The Sy.\LL CLAIMS (ELXPEniTZD) Procedure
c
(a) In cases proc ceding under Che SM-\.LL CLAIMS
(ETCPEDITED) procedure, che following cine periods shall
apply:
(1) Wichin 10 days from che Covernmenc's
firsc receipt froi eicher che appellant or che Board of a
copy of che appellanc's nocice of eleccion of che SMALL
CL.\I>!S (EJO'EDITED) procedure, Che Governmenc shall send che
Board a copy of Che conCracC, Che concraccing officer's
final decision, and che appellant's clain leCCer or lecters,
if any; remaining documents required under Rule A shall be
subnicted in accordance wich ciraes specified in chaC rule
unless che Board ocheruise direccs.
(2) Wichin 15 days afte- Che Board has
acknowledged receipt of appellant's notice of election, the
assigned administrative judge shall take Che following
acCions, if feasible, in an informal meecing or a telephone
conference wich boCh parties: (i) identify and simplify che
issues; (ii) establish a simplified procedure appropriace to
the particular appeal involved; (lii) determine whether either
party wanes a hearing, and if so, fix a Cine and place there-
for; (iv) require Che Government to furnish all the additional
docunents relevant to the appeal; and (v) escablish an expe-
dited schedule for resolution of the appeal.
(b) Pleadings, discovery, and other prehearing
acCivity will be allowed only as consiscenC wich the require-
ment to conduct the hearing on the date scheduled, or if no
heai-ing is scheduled, to close the record on a date that will
allow decisions within the 120-day limit. The Board, in its
discretion, may impose shortened time periods for any actions
prescribed or allowed under these rules, as necessary to en-
able che Board to decide the appeal within the 120-day limic,
allowing whacever cL-rie, up Co 30 days, thac Che Board con-
siders necessary for Che preparation of the decision after
closing the record and the filing of briefs, if any.
(c) U'ritccn decision by che Board in cases processed
under the SM\LL CL,\I.MS (EXPEDITED) procedure will be short and
contain only sunrmary findings of fact and conclusions. De-
cisions will be rendered for che Board by a sinj;le adminiscra-
tive JMd;;e. If there has been a hearing, che adminisC raC ive
juJp.e presidin,; at che hoarin;; mav, in Che judge's discrecion,
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oral argur.encs as dee^T.ed appropriace, render on the record
oral si:n=r.ary findings of face, conclusions, and a decision
of the appeal. Whenever such an oral decision is rendered,
the Board will subsequently furnish the parties a typed copy
of such oral decision for record and pav-r.ent purposes and to
establish the starting date for the period for filing a mo-
tion for reconsideration under Rule 29.
(d) A decision against the Governnent or the con-
tractor shall have no value as orecedent, and in the absence
of fraud shall be final and conclusive and may not be appealed
or set asice.











30 days for pr
In cases proceeding under the ACCELERATED pro-
rties are encouraged, to the extent possible
h adequate presentation of their factual and
s, to waive pleadings, discovery, and briefs.
Its discretion, may shorten time periods pre-
owed elsewhere in these Rules, including Rule 4,
o enable the Board to decide the appeal within
the Board has received the appellant's notice
the ACCELER.-\TED procedure, and may reserve
eparation of the decision.
(b) Written decision by the Board in cases processed
under the ACCELERATED procedure will normally be short and
contain only summary findings of fact and conclusions. De-
cisions will be rendered for the Board by a single administra-
tive judge with the concurrence of a vice chairman, or by a
majority among these two and the chairman In case of dis-
agreement. Alternatively, In cases where the amount in dis-
pute is $10,000 or less as to which rhe ACCELER/\TED procedure
has been elected and in which there has been a hearing, the
single administrative judge presiding at the hearing may, with
the concurrence of both parties, at the conclusion of the
hearing and after entertaining such oral arguments as deemed
appropriate, render on the record oral summary findings of
fact, conclusions, and a decision of the appeal. IVhenever
such an oral decision is rendered, the Board will subse-
quently furnish the parties a typed copy of such oral decision
for record and pa>7nent purposes, and to establish the starting
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12.4 Mocicns for Reconsidera: It. ir. Rule 12 Cases
Motions fcr Reconsideraiicr. of cases decided under
either the SYALL CLAIMS (EXPEDITE:]) procedure or the ACCEL-
ERATED procedure need not be deciied vithin the original
i;0-day or ISO-day liniit, but all such motions shall be
processed and decided rapidly so as to fulfill the intent of
this Rule.
13. Settling the Record
(a) The record
will be rendered consists
Rules 4 and 12, to the ext
following items, if any:
cesoranda or orders, prehe
Cerrogator ies received in
transcripts of conferences
post-hearing briefs, and d
ically designated be made
will, at all reasonable ti
by the parties at the offi
upon whic':. the Board's decision
of the docur:ents furnished under
ent admitted in evidence, and the
pleadings, prehearing conference
aring briefs, depositions or in-
evidence, admissions, stipulations,
and hearings, hearing exhibits,
ocurients which the Board has specif-
a part of the record. The record
n:es, be available for inspection
ce of the Board.
(b) Except as the Board nay otherwise order in its
discretion, no proof shall be received in evidence after com-
pletion of an oral hearing or, in cases submitted on the








(c) The weight to be attached to any evidence of
record will rest within the sound discretion of the Board.
The Board nay in any case require either party, with appropri-
ate notice to the other party, to subait additional evidence




(a) General Polic-j and Protective Orders - The
parties are encouraged to engage in voluntary discovery pro-
cedures. In connection with any deposition or other discovery
procedure, the Board nay nake any order required to protect a
party or person from annoyancf, ombarrassr.onc , or undue burden
or expense. Those orders nay include linitations on the
scope, nethod, Lime and place for discovery, and provisions
for protecting the secrecy of confidential information or
docunents.
K^ ^'
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(b) ',f'r,en DezositioKS Perrrltted - After an appeal
has been docketed and co::iplaint filed, the parties nay
nutually agree to, or the Board nay, upon application of
either party, order the caking of testimony of any person
by deposition upon oral exanination or written interroga-
tories before any officer authorized to administer oaths at
the place of exanination, for use as evidence or for pur-
pose of discovery. The application for order shall specify
whether the purpose of the deposition is discovery or for
use as evidence.
(c) Orders on Dercsi tiers - The tiae, place, and
manner of taking depositions shall be as mutually agreed by
the parties, or failing such agreement, governed by order of
the Board.
(d) Use cs Evidence - No testimony taken by depo-
sitions shall be considered as part of the evidence in the
hearing of an appeal until such testimony is offered and re-
ceived in evidence at such hearing. It will not ordinarily
be received in evidence if the deponent is present and can
testify at the hearing. In such instances, however, the depo-
sition may be used to contradict or impeach the testimony of
the deponent given at the hearing. In cases submitted en the
record, the Board may, in its discretion, receive depositions
to supplement the record.
(e) crrrenses - Each party shall bear its own ex-
penses associated with the taking of any deposition.
(f) Subpoen^zs - Where appropriate, a party may
request the Issuance of a subpoena under the provisions of
Rule 21.
15. Interrogatories to Parties, Admission of Facts, and
Production and Inspection of Documents
After an appeal has been docketed and complaint filed
with the Board, a party may serve on the other party:
(a) written interrogatories to be answered separately in
writing, signed under cath and answered or objected to within
45 days after sei-vice; (b) a request for the admission of
speclfi d facts and/or the authenticity of any documents, to
be answerec* r objected to within 45 days after service; the
factual statements and the authenticity of the documents to
be deemed admitted upon failure of a party to respond to the
request; and (c) a request for the production, inspection and
c
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copying of any docusencs or objects not privileged, which
reasonably aay lead to the discovery of adniissible evidence,
CO be answered or objected to within 45 days after service.
The Board aay allow a shorter or longer tine. Any discovery
engaged in under this Rule shall be subject to the provisions
of Rule 14(a) with respect to general policy and protective
orders, and of Rule 35 with respect to sanctions.
16. Service of Paoers Oth?r Than Subpoenas
Papers shall be served personally or by mail,
addressed to the party upon whon service Is to be made.
Copies of conplaints, answers and briefs shall be filed di-
rectly with the Board. The party filing any other paper with
the Board shall send a copy thereof to Che opposing party,
noting on che paper filed with the Board chat a copy has been







17. Where 3r.d UTien Hold
Hearings will be held ac such places decenained by
che Board to best serve the interests of the parties and the
Board. Hearings will be scheduled at the discretion of the
Board with due consideration to the regular order of appeals,
Rule 12 requirements, and other pertinent factors. On request
or notion by either party and for good cause, the Board may,
in its discretion, adjust the date of a hearing.
13. Notice of Hearings
The parties shall be given at least 15 days notice of
Che t iiae and place sec for hearings. In scheduling hearings,
che Board will consider the desires of the parties and the re-
quirenent for just and Inexpensive deterrainat ion of appeals
without unnecessary delay. Notices of hearings shall be
promptly acknowledged by the parties.
19. L'nexcused Absence of a Party
The unexcused absence of a party at Che time and
place set for hearing will not be occasion for delay. In the
event of such absence, the he.iring will proceed and the case
will be regarded as submitted tv the absent party as provided
in Rule 11.
ARMED SERVICES PROCLREMENT REGLLATION
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Hearings: Nature, E-xa.-ninacion of Wicnesses
(a) }lat'ure of HecLrr.K^s - Hearings shall be as in-
formal as may be reasonable and appropriate under the cir-
cumstances. Appellant and the Government may offer such
evidence as they deem appropriate and as would be admissible
under the Federal Rules of Evidence or in the sound discretion
of the presiding administrative judge or examiner. Stipula-
tions of fact agreed upon by the parties may be regarded and
used a? evidence at the hearing. The parties may stipulate
the testimony that would be given by a witness if the witness
were present. The Board nay require evidence in addition to
that offered by the parties.
(b) ExarrlKCtion of witnesses - Witnesses before the
Board will be examined orally under oath or affirmation, un-
less the presiding administrative judge or examiner shall
otherwise order. If the testimony of a witness is not given
under oath, the Board may advise the witness that his state-
ments may be subject to the provisions of Title 18, United
States Code, sections 287 and 1001, and any other provision
of law imposing penalties for knowingly making false repre-
sentations in connection with claims against the United States




(a) General - Upon written request of either party
filed with the recorder, or on his own initiative, the adminis-
trative judge to whom a case is assigned or who is otherwise
designated by the chairman may issue a subpoena requiring:
(i) testimony at a deposition - the
deposing of a witness in the ciLy
or county where he resides or is
employed or transacts his business
in person, or at another location
convenient for him that is specifi-
cally determined by the Board;
(ii) testimony at a hearing - the
attendance of a witness for the
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(iii) production of books and papers -
in addition to (i; or (ii) , the
production by the witness at the
deposition or hearing of books
and papers designated in the
subpoena.
(b) Volioitarij Cooperation ~ Each party is expected
(i) to cooperaus and make available witnesses and evidence
under its control as requested by the other party, without
issuance of a subpoena, and (ii) to secutc volu-.itary attend-
ance of desired third-party witnesses and prodi-ction of de-
sired third-party books, papers, documents, or tangible
things whenever possible.
(c) ?.ccuest3 for Subpoenas -







(i) 15 days before a scheduled
deposition where the attend-
ance of a witness at a deposi-
tion is sought; or
(ii) 30 days before a scheduled
hearing where the attend-
ance of a witness: at a
hearing is sought.
In its discretion the Board nay honor requests for subpoenas
not :::ade within these tine limitations.
(2) A requesc for a subpoena shall state the
reasonable scope and general relevance to the case of the
testimony and of any books and papers soij^ht.
(d) Requests to Quash or y.odify - Upon written re-
quest by the person subpoenaed or by a party, made within
10 days after service but In any event not later than the time
specifiof". in the subpoena for compliance, the Board may
(i) quash or modify the subpoena if it is unreasonable and
oppressive or for othar good cause shewn, or (11) require the
person in '--hose behalf the subpoena was Issued tc 'vance the
reasonable cost of producing subpoenaeJ books and papers,
-.'icre c ir :'jnstanccs require, the Board may act upon such a
request .ic anv time after a copy has been served upon Che
opposing partv.
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(e) issiuir.ce -
(1) Ever
Board and the title of
person co when it is d
and if appropriate, to
a time and place there
to a requesting party,
the subpoena and inay,
the witness and otherv
the subpoena is issued
service.
y subpoena shall state the name of the
the appeal, and shall conmard each
irected to attend and give testinjony,
produce specified books and papers at
in specified. In issuing a subpoena
the adniinistrative judge shall sign
in his discretion, enter the nane of
ise leave it blank. The party to whom
shall coaplete the sucpoena before
(2) Where the witness is located in a foreign
country, a letter rogatory or subpoena may be issued and
served under the circumstances and in the manner provided in
28 U.S.C. 17S1-1784,
(f) Service -
(1) The party requesting issuance of a subpoena
shall arrange for service.
(2) A subpoena requiring the attendance of a
witness at a deposition or hearing may be served at any place.
A subpoena may be served by a United States marshal or deputy
marshal, or by any other person who is not a party and not less
than 18 years of age. Service of a subpoena upon a person
named therein shall be made by personally delivering a copy
to that person and tendering the fees for on'e day's attendance
and the mileage provided by 28 U.S.C. 1821 or other applicable
law; however, where the subpoena is issued on behalf of the
Government, money pa>'T3ents need not be tendered in advance of
attendance.
(3) The party at whose instance a subpoena is
issued shall be responsible for the payment of fees and mile-
age of the witness and of the officer who serves the subpoena.
The failure to make payment of such charges on de;aand may be
deemed by the Board as a sufficient ground for striking the
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(g) Ccr.tii~c.C'j cv Raf-usal to Obey a Sub-peer^ - In
case of conCunacy or refusal to obey a subpoena by a person
vho resides, is found, or transacts business within the juris-
diction of a United SCdLeb District Court, the Board will
apply to the Court through the Attorney General of the United
States for an order requiring the person to appear before the
Board or a member thereof to give testimony or produce evi-
dence or both. Any failure of any such person to obey the
order of the Court may be punished by the Court as a contempt
thereof.
22. CoDies of Paoers
When books, records, papers, or documents have been
received in evidence, a true copy thereof or of such part
thereof as may be material or relevant may be substituted
therefor, during the hearing or at the conclusion thereof.
23. Post-Hearing Briefs
Post-hearing briefs may be submitted upon such terms
as may be directed by the presiding administrative judge or
examiner at the conclusion of the hearing.
24. Transcript of Proceedings
Testimony and argument at hearings shall be reportec'
verbatim, unless the Board otherwise orders. Waiver of tran-
script may be especially suitable for hearings under Rule 12.2.
Transcripts of the proceedings shall be supplied to the par-
ties at such rates as may be established by contract between
the Board and the reporter, provided that ordinary copy of
transcript shall be supplied to the appellant at an amount no
greater than the cost of duplication.
25. Withdrawal of Exhibits
After a decision has become final the Board may, upon
request and after notice to the other party, in its discretion
permit the withdrawal of original exhibits, or any part there-
of, by the party entitled thereto. The substitution of true
copies of exhibits or any part thereof may be required by the
Board in its discretion as a condition of granting permission
for such withdrawal. ,
e.
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REPRESENTATION
The ADcellant
An individual appellant may appear before the Board
in person, a corporation by one of its officers; and a part-
nership or joint venture by one of its members; or any of
these by an attorney at law duly licensed in any state, com-
tconwealth, territory, the District of Columbia, or in a for-
eign country. An attorney representing an appellant shall
file a written notice of appearance with the Board.
27. The Government
Government counsel may, in accordance with their
authority, represent the interest of the Government before
the Board. They shall file notices of appearance with the
Board, and notice thereof will be given appellant or appel-




(a) Decisions of the Board will be made in writing
and authenticated copies of the decision will be forwarded
simultaneously to both parties. The rules of the Board and
all final orders and decisions (except those required for
good cause to be held confidential and not cited as prece-
dents) shall be open for public inspection at the offices of
the Board. Decisions of the Board will be made solely upon








so state, and re
forward the waiv
to the General A
y monetary award to a contractor by the Board
y paid in accordance with the procedures pro-
1302 of Che Act of July 27, 1956 (70 Stat.
31 U.S.C. 72Aa). To assure prompt pa>Tient
1 forward a waiver form to each party with
f the parties do not contemplate an appeal or
sideration, Chey will execute waivers wl-.ich
turn them to the Recorder. The Recorder will
ers and a certified copy of the award decision
ccounting Office for certification for pavTienc.
c
Ml
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29. Motion for Reconsideration
c
A motion for reconsideratio.i may be filed by either
party. It shall set forth specifically the grounds relied
upon to sustain the notion. The motion shall be filed within
30 days from the date of the receipt of a copy of the decision
of the Board by the party filing the motion.
SUSPENSIONS, DISMISSALS AND DEFAULTS: REMANDS
30. Suspensions; Dismissal Without Prejudice
The Board may suspend the proceedings by agreement of
counsel for settlement discussions, or for good cause shown.
In certain cases, appeals docketed before the Board are re-
quired to be placed in a suspense status and the "oard is un-
able to proceed with disposition thereof for reasDns not
within the control of the Board. Where the suspension has
continued, or may continue, for an inordinate len/th i,f time,
the Board may, in its discreuion, dismiss such appi^ils from
its docket without prejudice to their restoration when the
cause of suspension has been removed. Unless either party or
the Board acts within three years to reinstate any appeal dis-




Dismissal or Default for Failure to Prosecute or Defend
Whenever a record discloses the failure of either
party to file documents required by these rules, respond Co
notices or correspondence from the Board, comply with orders
of the Board, or otherwise indicates an intention not to con-
tinue the prosecution or defense of an appeal, the Board may,
in the case of a default by the appellant, issue an order to
show cause why the appeal should not be dismissed or, in the
case of a default by the Government, issue an order to show
cause why the Beard should not act thereon pursuant to Rule 35.
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32. Remand from Court
Whenever any court renands a ccse ro the Board for
further proceedings, each of the parties shall, within 20 days
of such remand, submit a report to the Board recommending pro-
cedures to be followed so as to comply with the court's order.
The Board shall consider the reports and enter special orders
governing the handling of the remanded case. To the extent
the court's directive and time limitations permit, such




TIME, COMPUTATION AND EXTENSIONS
33 . Time, Computation and Extensions
(a) Where possible, procedural actions should be
taken in less time than the maximum time allowed. Where
appropriate and justified, however, extensions of time will
be granted. All requests for extensions of time shall be in
writing.
(b) In computing any period of time, the day of the
event from which the designated period of time begins to run
shall not be included, but the last day of the period shall
be included unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holi-





34. Ex par to Communications '
No member of the Board or of the Board's staff shall
entertain, nor shall any person directly or indirectly in-
volved in an appeal, submit to the Board or the Board's staff,
off Che r>3cord, any evidence, explanation, analysis, or advice,
whether wr tten or oral, regarding any matter at issue In an
ap.}e-l. Tl.is provision does not apply to consultation among
Bo.ird members or to ex parte communications concerning the
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35, Sanctions
If any party fails or refuses to obey an order
issued by the Board, the Board may then make such order as
it considers necessary to the just and expeditious conduct
of the appeal.
EFFECTIVE DATE AND APPLICABILITY
36. Effective Date
These rules shall apply (i) mandatorily, to all
appeals relating to contracts entered into on or after
1 March 1979, and (ii) at the contractor's election, to
appeals relating to earlier contracts, with respect to claims
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PursuanC to the Charter of the Amed Services Board of
Contract Appeals, the attached rules are hereby approved for
use and application to appeals to the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978.
(signed) WILLIAM J. PERRY (30 JUN 1980)
L'NDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR
RESEAJ^CH A>nD ENGINEERING
(signed) PERCY A. PIERRE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
(RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND
ACQUISITION)
(signed) J. A. DOYLE
ASSISTA.NT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(MA-NPOU-ER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND
LOGISTICS)
(signed) EUGENE H. KOPF
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Construction Industry
Arbitration Rules
1. Agreement of Parties
The parties shaJl be deemed to have made these
Rules a part of [heir arbitration agreement when-
ever they have provideo for arbitration under the
Construction Industry Arbitration Rules These
Rules and any amendment thereof ihall apply in
the form obtaining at the time the arbitration is in-
itiated.
2. Name of Tribunal
Any TribunaJ con^fituted by the parties for the
settlement of their dispute under these Rules shiJl
be called the Construction Indijs;ry Arbitration
TnbunaJ, hereinafter called the Tribunal.
3. Administrator
When parties agree to arbitrate under these Rules,
or when they provide for arbitration by the Ameri-
can Arbitration Association, hereinafter calJed
AAA, and an arbitration is initiated hereunder,
they thereby constitute AAA the administrator of
the arbitration. The authority :nd duties of the
administrator are prescribed in the agreement of
the parties and in these Rules.
4. Delegation of Duti«
The duties of the AAA under these Rules may be
carried out through Tnbunal Administrators, or
such other ofHcers or committees u the AAA may
direct.
5. National Pane! of Arbitrators
In cooperation with the National Construction
Industry Arbitration Committee, the AAA shall
establish and maintain a National Panel of Con-
struction Arbitrators, heri;inafter called the Panel,
and shall appoint an arbit.-ator or arbitrators there-
from u hereinafter providtd. A neutral arbitrator
selected by mutual choice of both parties or their
appointees, or appointed by the AAA. is herein-
after called the arbitrator, whereas an arbitrator
selected unilaterally by one party is hereinafter
called the party appointed arbitrator. The term
arbitrator may hereinafter be used to refer to one
arbitrator or to a Tnbunal of multiple arbitrators.
6. Office of Tribunal
The general cfi'ice of a Tribunal is the headquarters








.T.jiistrsrion cf in irbitraiicn ;o any of i£j Rrgion-
*J Offices.
7. Initiation under sn Arbitration Provi-
sion in a Contract
A/bitraiion under an arbitration proviiion in a con-
tract shaJl b« initiated in the following nnanner:
The L'ututing party shaJl, wiihin the time spccifred
by the contract, if any. fiie with the other party i
notice of an intention to arbitrate (Demand), which
notice ihaJI contain a statement setting forth the
nature of the dispute, the amount involved, »nJ
the remedy sought, and shall Hie three copies of
said notice wuh any Regional Office of the AAA.
together with thrc: copies of the arbitration pro-
visions of the contnct and the appropriate fding
fee as provided in i>ection 48 hereunder.
The AAA shall give notice of such filing to the
other party A party upon whom the demand for
arbitration is made may file an answering state-
ment in duplicate with the \AJ\ within seven days
after notice from 'he AAA. simultaneously send-
ing a copy to the other party If a monetary claim
.1
''
IS made in the answer the appropriate administra-
tive fee provided in the Fee Schedule shall be for-
warded to the AAA with t.'ie answer If no answer
IS filed within the stated time, it will be treated as
a denial of the claim. Failure to file an answer shall
not operate to delay the arbitration.
Unless the AAA in its discretion determines other-
wise, the Expedited Procedures of Construction
Arbitration shall br applied in any case where the
total claim of any party does not exceed S 1 5 .000,
exclusive of interest and arbitration costs. Parties
may also agree to the E xpedited Procedures in cases
involvingdaims in excess of S15.000 The Expedited
Proceuures shall be applied as described in Sections
54 through 53 of these Rules.
8. Change of Qaim or Counterclaim
After filing of the claim or counterclaim, if either
party desires to make any new m different claim
or counterclaim, same shall be made in writing and
fii^d with the AAA. and a copy thereof shall be
mailed to the other parry who shall have a p>criod
of seven days from the date of such maih-ig within
which to flic an answer with the AAA However,
after the arbitrator is appointed no new or differ-
ent claim or CDunierclaim may be submitted wiih-
i>ut ihe arhilralot's cunvent
9. Ini.'iarion ur.cer i Submission
Paniis to any ez^iirg dispute .may commence in
arbitration under these Rules by filing at any Re-
gionaJ Office two copies of a wntten agreement to
arbitrate under these Rules (Submission), signed
by the parties. It shall contain a statement of the
matter in dispute, the amount of money involved,
and the remedy sought, logeiher with the appro-
priate filing fee as provided m the Fee Schedule.
1 0. Pre-Hearing Conference and Preliminary
Hearing
At the request of the parties or at the discretion of
the AAA, a pre-heanng conference with the admin-
istrator and the parties or their counsel wUJ be
scheduled in approprute cases to arrange for an
exchange of information and the stipulation cf un-
contested facts so as to expedite the arbitration
proceedings.
In large and complej, cases, vnicss the parties agree
otherwise, the AAA may schedule a preliminary
hearing with the parties and tne arbitrator(s) to
establish the extent of and schedule for the produc-
tion of relevant documents and other information,
the identification of any witnesses to be called, and a
Khedule for further hearngs to resolve the disput.t.
I 1. Fixing of Locale
The parties may mutually agree on the locale where
the arbitration is to be held. If any party requests
that the hearing be held in a specific locale and the
other party files no objection thereto withm seven
days after notice of the request is mailed to such
party, the locale shall be the ore requested. If a
party objects to the locale requested by the other
party, the AAA shall have power to determine the
locale and its decision shall be final and binding.
! 2. Qualifications of Arbitrator
Any arbitrator appointed punuant to Section 13
or Section I S shall be neutral, subject lo disquali-
fication for the reasons specified in Section 19. If
the agreement of the parties names an arbitrator or
specifies any other method of appointing an arbi-
trator, or if the parties specifically agree m writing,
such arbitrator shall not be subject to disqualifica-
tion for said reasoru.
!3. Appoinnnent from Panel
If the parties have not appointed an arbitrator and
have not provided any other method of appomt-
mcnt, the arbitraioi shall b« appointed in the foi-
^
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lowing manner: Immediateiy afier the fuing of the
Demand or Submission, the AAA shall submit si-
muitajieousJy to each party to the dispute an iden-
tical list of names of persons chosen from the Panel
Each party to the dispute shall have seven days
from the mailing date in whach to cross off any
names to which it objects, number the remaining
names to Indicate the order of preference, and re-
tum the list to the AAA. If a party does not return
the list Within the tune specified, aJ! persons named
therein shall be deemed acceptable. From among
the persons who have been approved on both lists,
and in accordance with the designated order of
mutual preference, the AAA shall mvue the accep-
tance of an arbitrator to serve. If the parties fail to
agree upon any of the persons named, or if accept-
able arbitrators are unable to act, or if for any
other reason the appointment cannot be made
from the submitted lists, the AAA shall have the
power to make the appointment from other mem-
bers of the Panel without the submission of any
additional lists.
14. Direct Appointment by Parties
If the agreement of the parties names an arbitrator
Of jpecif.tfs a method of appointing an arbitrator,
that designation or method shall be followed. The
notice of appointment, with name and address of
such arbitrator, shall be fded with the AAA by the
appointing party. Upon the request of any such
appointing party, the AAA 'hall submit a list of
members of the Panel from which the party may
make the appomtmenf.
If the agreement specifies a period of time within
which an arbitrator shall be appointed, and any
party fails to make such appointment within that
penod, the AAA shaU make the appointment
If no period of time is specified in the agreement,
the AAA shall notify the parties to make the ap-
pointment, and if withm seven days after mading
of such notice such arbitrator has not been so ap-
pointed, the AAA shall make the appointment.
15. Appoinrm'rnt of Arbitrator by Party-
Appointed Arbitrators
If the parties have appointed their party-appointed
srbitrators or if either or both of them have been
appointed u provided in Section 14. and have au-
thorized such arbitrator to appoint an arbitrator
within a specified time and no appointment is made
within such *ime or any agreed extension thereof.
the AA A shall appuini an arOiiraior » ho shall act
as Chairperson
If no period of time is specified for appointment
of the third arbitrator and the pariyappomied ar-
bitrators do not make the appointment wuhm seven
days from the date of the appointment of the last
party-appointed arbitrator, the A.AA shall appoint
the arbitrator who sh*ll act as Chairperson
It the parties have agreed that their party-appointed
arbitrators shall appoint the arbitrator from the
Panel, the AAA shall furnish to the party-appointed
arbitrators, in the manner prescribed in Section 13.
a list selected from the Panel, and the appointment
of the irbitrator shall be made i^ prescribed in
such Section.
16. Nationality of Arbitrator in Interna-
tional Arbitr3tion
If one of the partes is a national or resider.t of a
count.7 other than the United States, the arbitra-
tor shall, upon the request of er.her party
.
be ap-
pointed from among the nationals of a country
other than that of any of the parties.
1 7. Number of Arbitraton.
If the arbitration agreement d'.)es not specify the
number of arbitrators, the dir.pute shall be heard
and determined by one arbitrator, unless the AAA,
in its discretion, directs that a greater num.ber of
arbitrators be appointed.
1 8. Notice to Arbitrator of Appointment
Notueof the appointment of the arbitrator, wheth-
er mutually appointed by the parties or appointed
by the AAA. shall be mailed to the arbitrator by
the AAA, together with a copy of these Rules, and
the signed acceptance of the arbitrator shall be filed
prior to the opening of the first hearing.
19. Disclosure and Challenge Procedure
A person appointed as neutraJ arbitrator shall dis-
close to the AAA any circumstances likely to af-
fect his or her impartiality, including any bias or
any financial or personal interest in the result of
the arbitration or any past or present relationship
with the parties or their counsel. Upon receipt of
such information from such arbitrator or other
source, the AAA shall communicate such informa-
tion to the parties and, if it deems it appropriate
to do so. to the arbitrator and others. Thereafter,
the AAA shall determine whether the arbitrator
CNrraucTTCN isDLSTur *;?s:tsa-:^(;n slles
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should b< disquaJified and shiil ir.form ihe parties
of Its decisjon, whjch shaJl be concioavt.
20. Vacancies
If my j.Oitritof should resign, die. withdraw, re-
fuse, be Jisquiiified or be unable to perform ihe
duties ol office, the AAA shall, on proof satisfac-
tory to It. declare the office vacantAicancies shall
be filled in accordance with the applicable provision
of these Rules. In the event of a vacancy in a panel
of arbitrators, the remaining arbifator or arbitra-
tors may continue with the hearing and deiermma-
lion of the controversy, unless the purties agm
others* ise.
21. Tiire and Placr
The arbitrator shall fix the time and place for each
heinng The AAA shall mail to each party nonce
thereof at least five days in advance, unless the par-
ties by mutuaj agreement waive such notice or mod-
ify the terms thereof
22. Representation by Counsel
Any party may be represenied by counsel. A parly
intending to be so represented shall notify the
other pany and the AAA of the name and address
of counsel at le;st three days prior to the date set
for the hearing at which counsel is first to appear.
When an arbitration is initialed by counsel, or
where an attorney replies for the other party, such
notice IS deemed to have been given
23. Stenographic Record
The AAA shaU maiie the necessary arrangements
for the taking of a stenographic re>;ord whenever
such record is requested by a party The requesimg
party or parties shall pay the cost of such record as
provided in Section 50.
24 Interpreter
The AAA shall maie the necessary arrangements
for the services of an mterpreter upon the request
of one or both parties, w ho shall assume the cost
of such services
25. Attendance at Slearings
Persons having a direct interest in the arbitration
are entitled lo attend heatings The arbitratm shall
otherwise have tlie power to require the retirement
of any witness or witnesses during the testimony
of other witnesses ll shall be discretionary wiih
the arbitrator to determine the propriety of the
attendance of any other persons
26. Adjournments
The arbitrator may adjourn the hearing, and must
taice such adjournment when all of liie pa.'ties agree
thereto.
27. Oaths
Before proceeding wuh the firsi hearing or with
the examination of the file, each arbitrator may
taie an oath of office, and if required by law. shaU
do so The arbitrator may require witnesses to tes-
tify under oath administered by any duly qualified
person or. if required by law or demanded by ei-
ther party, shall do so.
28. Majoiity Decision
Wlienever there is more than one arbitrator, all de-
cisions of the arbitrators must be by at least a ma-
jority The award must aJso be made by at least a
majority unless the concurrence of all is expressly
required by the aibitration agreement or by law.
29. Order of Proceedings
A hearing shall be opened by the filing of the oath
of the arbitrator, where required, and by the record-
ing of the place, time, and date of the hearing, the
presence of the arbitrator and parties, and counsel,
if any. and by the receipt by the arbitrator of the
statement of the claim and answer, if any
The arbitrator may, ai the beginning of the hearing,
ask for statements clarifying ihe issues involved. In
some cases, pari or all of the above will have been
accomplished at the preliminary hearing conducted
by the arbilrator(s) pursuant to Section 10.
The complaining party shall then present its claims,
proofs and witnesses, who shall submit lo questions
or other examination. The defending party shall
then present its defenses, proofs and witnesses, who
shall submit to questions or other examination
The arhitrsto; may vary this procedure but shall
afford full and e^u*! opportunity to the parties for
the presentation of any material or relevant pioofs.
Fxhihiis. when offered by either party, may be
received in evidence by the arbiiraior.
The names and addresses of all wiinesses and ex-
hiljiis in Older received shall be made a part of
the record.
30 Arbiiralion in the Absence of a Party
or Courwel
Unless the law provides to the contrary, the arbitra-
b
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Uon rnjy pror*«d in t!i« absencs of any party or
counie!, who, after due notice, fsiis to be present
or fadj to obtain an adjournment. An award shall
not be made jolely on the dcfaLiIt of a party The
arbttrutof shall require the party who i* present to
submit juch evidence as u"; deemed necessary for
the making of an award.
31. Evidtncr
The par.ies may offer such evidenvte as is f'>ertinent
and nateruJ to the controwrxy and shall produce
such additional evidence as the arbitrator may deern
necessary to an understanding and determination
of the controversy. An arbitrator authoiLzed by Law
to subpoeru witnessei or documents may do so
upon the request of any party, or independently.
The arbitrator shall be the judge of the relevance
and the materiality of the evidtncc offered, and
conformity to legal rules of evidence shall noi t<
necessary. AJI evidence shall be laxen m the presence
o.' all of the arbitrators and all of the parties, ex-
cept where any of the parties is absent in default
or has waived (he n^'. to be present.
32. Evidence by Affidavit and Filing of
Documents
The arbitrator may receive and consider the evi-
dence of witnMi»i by affidavit, pving it such
wfj5.^t as seems appropriate after consideration of
any objections made to its admission.
AU documents not filed with the arbitrator at the
hearing, but arranged for at the hearing or subse-
quently by agreement of the parties, shall be filei
with the AAA for transmission to the aibitratot
All parties shall b« afforded op;>ortuniiy to exam-
ine such documents.
33. Inspection or Investigation
An arbitrator finding it necessa.'y to maJte an in-
spection Of investigation m connection with the
irb'.tratior ^.zll d;rect the AAA to so advise the
parties The arbitrator shall set the time and the
AAA shall notify the parties thereof Any party
who to desires may be present ai such inspectwn
or irvrsttgation In the event that one or both pat-
ties are not present at the inspection or mvrstiga-
tion, the arbitrator shall maJte a verbal or written
report to the parties and afford them an oy-portu-
nity to comrTient.
34. Conservation of Property
The arbitrator may issue such orders as may be
deemed .lecessary to safeguard the property »nich
IS the subject matter of the arbitration vkuhout
prejudice to the ri^ts of the parties or to the final
determination of the dispute.
35. Gosing of Hearings
The arbitrator shall specifically inquire of the par-
ties whether thry have any further proofs to offer
or witnesses to be heard Upon receiving negative
replies, the arbitrator shall declare the heari.ifs
closed and a munuic thereof shall be recorded. If
bnefs are to be filed, the hearings shall be declared
dosed as of the final date set by the arbitrator for
the receipt of briefs. If documents are to be filed as
provided for m Section 32 and the date set .''or their
receipt is later than that set for the receipt of briefs,
the later date shall be the date of closing the hear-
ing The time limu within which the arbitrator is
required to maXe an award shall commence to run,
m the absence of other agreements by the parties,
upon the closing of the hearings.
36. Reopening of Hearings
The heannp may be reopened by the arbitrator at
will, or upon application of z party at any time be-
fore the award is made. If the reopening of the
hearing would prevent the making of the award
within the specific time agreed upon by the parties
in the contract out of which the controversy has
arisen, the matter may not be reopened, unless the
parties agree upon the extension of such ii.mt limit.
\^'hen no specific date ts fixed m the contract, the
arbitrator may reopen the hearings, and the arbi-
trator shall have thirty days from the closing of
the reopened hearings wuhin which to make an
award.
37. Waiver of Oral Hearings
The parties may provide, by written agreement, for
the waiver of oral hearings If the parties are un-
able :o agree as to the procedure, the AAA shall
spenfy a fair and equitable procedure.
38. Waiver of Rules
Any party who proceeds with the arbitration after
iir.owltdge that any provuion or requirement of
these Rules has noi been complied with and who
fails to State an ob)ecticn thereto in writing, shall
be deemed to have waived the nght to object
39 Extensions of Time
The parties may modify any period of time by
mutual agreement The AAA for gf-od cause may
ccnst:<uct:cs •nclsttiy Axarrx^ncs ?li_ls
extend xny ptr-.oi of ;jt>< «:abliihed by thrse
.Ruirt, except the iune for mixing the iward. The
AAA ihiil notify the part'.« of any tuch exteniion
of ti-Tie and its reason therefor.
40. Communication with Arbitrator and
Serving of Notices
There ihaJl tx no communication between the pit-
tiej and an arbitrator oiher than at oral hearings.
A-ny other oral or written commumcationi [torn
the panics to the arbitrator shall be directed to the
AAA for transmittal to the arbitrator.
Each party to an agreement which providej for ar-
bitration under these Rules shall be deemed to have
consented that any papers, notices or process nec-
essary or proper for the initiation or continuation
of an arbitration under these Rules and for any
court action m connection therewith or for the
entry of judgment on any award made thereunder
maybe served upon such party by mail addressed to
such party or its attorney al the last known ad-
dress or by personal service, within or without the
state wherein the arbitration u to be held (whether
such pany be wuhin or without the United States
of America), provided that reasonable opportunity
to be heard with regard thereto has been granted
Such party
41. Time of Award
The award shall be made promptly by the arbitra-
tor and, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, or
specified by law, not later than thuty days from
the date of dosing the heaiings, or if oral hearings
have been waived, from the date of transmitting
the final statements and proofs to the arbitrator.
42. Form of Award
The ,kwaid shaJl be in writing and shall be signed
either by the sole arbitrator or by al least a major-
ity if there be more than one It shall be executed
jn the manner required by law.
43. Scope of Award
The arbitrator may grant any remedy or reirl
which IS just and equitable and withm the terms of
the agreement of the parties The arbitrator, in the
award, shall assess arbitration fees and expenses as
provided in Sections 48 and 50 equally or in favor
of any parly and. in the event any adminisirativt
fees or expenses are due the AAA, in favor of the
AAA
44. Award upon Settirmcnl
if the parties settle their dispute dunng the course
of the arbitration, the arbitrator, upon their re-
quest, may set forth the terms cf the agreed settle-
ment tn an award.
45. Delivery of .Award to Parties
Parties shall accept as legal delivery of the award
the placing of the jward or a true co-y thereof in
ih.e maJ by the AAA, addressed to such party at
its last known address or to its attorney, or person-
al service of the award, or the filing of the award
in any manner which may be prescribed by law
46. Release of Documents for JudiciaJ Pro-
ceedings
The AAA shall, upon the written request of a par-
ty, furnish to such party, at its expense, certified
facsimiles of any papers in the AAA's possession
that may be required in judicial proceedings re-
lating to the arbitration.
47. Applications to Court and Exclusion of
Liabiliry
(a) No judicial proceedings by a party relating to
the subject matter of the arbitration shall be
deemed a waiver of the party's right to arbitrate.
(b) .Neither the AAA nor any arbitrator in a pro-
ceeding under these Rules is a necessary party in
judicial proceedings relating to the arbitration.
(c) Patties to these Rules shall be deemed to hfe
consented that judgment upon the award rendered
by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any Federal
or State Court having jurisdiction thereof
(d) Neither the AAA nor any arbitrator shall be
liable to any party for any act or omission in con-
nection with any arbitration conducted under these
Rules.
48. Administrative Fees
As a not-for-profit organization, the AAA shall
prescribe an administrative fee schedule and a
refund schedule to compensate it for the cost of
providing administrative services. The schedule in
effect at the time of filing ot the tune of refund
shall b« applicable.
The administrative fees shall be advanced by the
tnituiing party or parties in accordance with the
administrative fee schedule, subject to final appor-
tionment by the arbitrator in the award.
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When a matter a withdrawn or settled, the refund
jhaJl be m«de in accordance w;th the refund jched-
ule.
The AAA, ir. the event of extreme hardihjp on the
part of a.ny ?any, may defer or reduce the adrr:in-
tjJrative fee.
49. Fe« When Oral KMrings are Waived
UTiere all oral hearings are waived under Section
37, the Adrnmiitrativt Fee Schedule shall apply.
50. Expenses
The expenses of witnesses for either side shall be
piid by the party producing such witnesses.
The cost of the stenographic record, if any is made,
and all trarjscnpls thereof, shall be prorated equal-
ly between the parties ordering copses, unless they
shall otherwise agree, and shnll be paid for by the
responsible parties directly tri the reporting agency.
All other expenses of the arbitration, including re-
quired travrlmj and other expenses of the arbitra-
tor and of AAA representatives, and the expenses
of any witness or the cost of any proofs produced
at the direct request of the arbitrator, shall b«
borne equally by the parties, unleu they agree
otherwise, or unless the arbitrator m the award as-
sesses such expenses or any part thereof against
any specified party or parties.
5 1 . Arbitrator's Fee
Unless the parties agree to terms of compensation,
members of the National Panel of Construction
Arbitrators wdl serve without compensation for
the first two days of service
Thereafter, compensation ilvill be based upon the,
amount of service involved and the number of hear-
tnp. An appropruie daily rate and other arrange-
ments will be discussed by the administrator with
the parties and the arbitrator(s) If the panics fail
to agree to the terms of compensation, an appro-
pnate rate shall be established by the AAA, and
communicated in wnting to the parties.
Any arrangement for the compensation of an arbi-
trator shall be made through the AAA and not di-
rectly by the arbitrator wnh the parlies The terms
of compensation of neutral arbitrators on aTribu-
rul shall be identical.
52. Deposits
The .*i.AA may require the parties to deposit m ad-
vance such su.ms of money as it Jeems necessa.'v to
defray the expense of the arbitration, including
the arbit.'ator's fee. if any. and s.^all render an ac-
cnuniing lo ihe parties ana return any unexpended
balance
53. Interpretation and Application of
Rulrs
The arb'.trator shall interpret and apply thrse Rules
insofar as they relate to the arbitrator's powers
and duties >fc'hen there is more than one arbitrator
and a difference arises among them concerning the
meaning or application of any such Rules, it shall
be decided by a majority vote, if that is unobtain-
able, either an arbitrator or a part) ma) refer the
question to the AAA for final decision. .All other
Rules shall be interpreted and applied by the AAA.
EXPEDITED PROCEDURES
54. Notice by Telephone
Thie parties shall accept alt notices from the AA.A
by telephone Such notices by the .AAA shall sub-
sequently be confirmed in wnting to the parties
Notwithstanding the fadure to confirm in writing
any notice or objection hereunder, the proceeding
shall nonetneless be valid if notice has. in fact. been
given by telephone.
55. Appointment and Qualincaiions of
Arbitrators
The AAA shall submit sim.ultaneously to each party
to the dispute an identical list of five members of
the Construction Arbitration Panel of Arbitrators.
from which one arbitrator shall be appointed. Each
party shall ha\T the right to striXc two names from
the list on a peremptory basis The list is returnable
to the AAA within ten days from the date of mail-
ing If for any reason the appointment cannot be
made from the list, the AAA shall have the author-
ity to make ihe appointment from among other
membersof the Panel without the submission of ad-
ditional lists Such appointment shall be subject to
disqualification for the reasons specified in Sectiort
19 The parties shall be given notice by telephone
by the AAA of the appointment of the arbitrator.
The parties shall notify the AAA. b> telephone,
within seven days of any objeclKjns to the arbitra-
tor appointed Any objection b> a part) to such
arbitrator shall be confirmed in w filing to the AAA
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56. Time and Pbce of Hearing
The j;bitrator shiil fix the date, tirr.e, anc piact of
the hearing The AAA wL'l notify the •parties by
telephone, seven days in advance of the hearing
date Forrr.aJ Notice of Hearing will be sent by the
AAA to the parties.
57. The Hearing
Cenerai'y. the hearing and prrscntaiions of the
parties shail be completed withLT one day The ar-
bitrator, for good cause shown, may schedule an
at'ditionaJ hearung to be held wuhm fi^e days.
58. Time of Award
Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, the award
ih^l be rendered not later than five business days
from the date of the closing of the hearing.
When no amoun; can be stated at the tune of niing,
the administrative fee is S5C0. subject to adjust-
ment in accordance with the schedule as soon as
an amount can be disclosed.
OTHER SERVICE CHARGES
S50 payable by each party for eich second and
subsequent hearing which is either clerWed by me




SJO payable by a party first causing an adjourn-
ment of any scheduled hearing.
AD.MINISTRATIVE FEE SCHEDULE
A filing fee of S200 will be paid ai the lime the
case IS miiu'ed
The balance of the administrative fee of the AAA
u based upon the amount of each claim and coun-
terclaim as disclosed when the claim and counter-
claim arc filed, and is due and pa> able prior to the
notice of appointmcnl of the neutral arhiiraior.
In those claims and countefcla:ms wh-.*. are not
for a monetary amount, «n appropriate adminis-
trative iee will be determined by the AAA. p-iy-











i 600. plut 2'r ut CkCTU
o»«f j:o 000
Jl 000. plu« K of ricrti
o.tr 140.000
J 1 400. plui '^'". ol f »ct»»
n-tt j«o r<oo
J I 800. plui '. « o( t%cni
oxi 1160.000
^Miere the claim of tounietdaim exceeds i.^ luJIion.
an approptute fee wjl be deiermincJ by the AAA.
If there are more than two parties represented in
the arbitration, an additional 10^ of ihe jdminis-
iralive fee will be due for each additional repre-
sented parly
$100 piyible by a parly causing a second or subse-
quent adjournment of any scheduled hearing.
Three-Arbitrator Cases:
S7S payable by a party first causing an adjourn-
menl of any scheduled hearing
SI 50 payable by a parly causing a second or subse-
quent adjournment of any scheduled hearing.
REFUND SCHEDULE
If the AAA IS notified that a case has been settled
or withdrawn befoie a list of Arbitrators has been
sent out. all the fee in excess of S200 will be re-
funded
if the AAA 1$ notified that a case has been icttled
or withdrawn before the due dale lor Ihe return of
the first list, two thirds of the fet in excess of S200
will be refunded
If the AAA IS notified thai a case is settled ot wiih-
drawn during or following a pre hearing conference
or at least 48 hours before the dale and time set for
the first he-iring. onethird of the fee m excess of
S:00 will he refunded
:^^y
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